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Abstract 
 Interactivity between the mediated and the human on the theatrical stage is well 
documented; less critiqued is the interactivity available to live mediated elements, and the 
mechanisms of its production. Founded in theatre studies, computer human-interaction (CHI) 
studies, new media studies and studies in presence this thesis aims to extend our dramaturgical 
understandings of the mechanics of interactivity between live integrated digital and human entities 
on stage through the lens of co-presence. It prefaces the extended experiences available for 
audiences of integrated multimedia performance in the face of Peggy Phelan’s call for an 
“ontologically unique performance event” (146).  
 In order to negotiate the relationship between the digital and the human, I ask how one 
balances the liveness and nuance of live performance, with the preparedness of choreography, 
computer programming and cue building in stage based performance with live multimedia 
elements. Focusing on the mediated image as embodied agent, this study advocates a series of 
processes by which a live multimedia image operates in an interactive relationship with its human 
co-performers: integrated into the fabric of the performance; developed and implemented in a real-
time interactive system; actively contributing to the dramaturgical development of the production; 
engaged in each performative moment with nuance, intimacy and spontaneity; and developed with a 
balance of liveness and preparedness. 
Using co-presence as a lens to analyse The Table of Knowledge (2011) by version 1.0 and 
Encoded (2012) by Stalker dance theatre this thesis will consider how multimedia images interacted 
with the humans on stage in each performative moment. In Chapter Two I argue that in The Table of 
Knowledge, the mediated images on stage are ‘agents’ which exist in a mutually accessible, 
interactive relationship with their human co-performers. Building on my findings in Chapter Two, I 
contend in Chapter Three that the human bodies in Encoded are in collaboration with the mediated 
images, resulting in these images interacting with the humans as ‘embodied’ entities. By deepening 
our understanding of interactivity in the relationships between the digital and human in our 
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mediatised society, this thesis scrutinises the ongoing dramaturgical implications of multimedia 
performance for theatre scholars, practitioners and audiences.  
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 [I]nteractivity implies two conscious agencies in conversation, playfully and 
spontaneously developing a mutual discourse, taking cues and suggestions from each 
other as they proceed. (Stone 11) 
 
Allucquère Stone provides a compelling description of interactivity [… A]s media 
becomes truly interactive […] it no longer stands in opposition to live performance. 
On the contrary, it becomes a species of live performance. For better or worse, the 
age of frozen media is coming to an end. The age of interactive, live media is upon 
us. (Saltz, “Live Media” 127) 
 
As David Z. Saltz asserts above, performance with live interactive media is now a subset of live 
theatre. It is safe to say that the centrality of screen based media to the stage is inescapable in our 
mediatised and performative society, impelling us to interrogate relationships between live and 
mediated elements. In this thesis I analyse the formation of co-presence between multimedia images 
and human performers to interrogate the mechanisms of interactivity in the relationship between the 
live, the mediated and the live mediated, the human and the non-human, and the live human 
performer and the live digital image on the theatrical stage. I propose that integrating the 
multimedia into the form and content of the production prefaces the possibility of multimedia 
images interacting with human performers with presence. Through the analysis of two 
contemporary Australian performance works, The Table of Knowledge (2011) by documentary 
theatre company version 1.0,1 and Encoded (2012) by visual and physical theatre company Stalker, I 
assess whether or not multimedia can be engendered as an embodied agent, able to ‘interact with 
                                                 1 The company, version 1.0, (now defunct) did not use capitalisation in its name. 
 2 
presence’ when it exists in a co-present relationship with human performers.2 With this project I 
contribute to the development of terms, concepts and practices aimed at better articulation of new 
strategies for viewing, making and understanding the relationship between the live, the mediated 
and the live mediated on the contemporary stage. While co-presence is an appropriate description of 
an interactive relationship between the human and the digital, the mechanics of such a relationship 
is worthy of further study. Hence, this thesis. 
I use co-presence to describe a state of spatio-temporal collocation and mutual accessibility 
(Zhao and Elesh 565; Zhao 446) between two socially connected entities (Zhao and Elesh 570). To 
be socially connected, the entities must interact, and therefore it is integral that I outline my 
understanding of interactivity and its development. Within mediated performance interactivity 
generally refers to a relationship between a computer or technical based system and performers, 
where the humans are able to manipulate the system (Birringer “Dance and Interactivity 89-90; 
Saltz “Live Media” 107). Central to the interactivity is the implications of a balance between 
liveness with what Grayson Cooke describes as preparedness (“Liveness and the Machine” 9). 3 
This thesis is founded on the precept that the mediated system must engage with the performance 
with an element of liveness, balanced with implied preparedness by its very nature, in order to be 
interactive.  
Audiences are already accustomed to reading mediated images within a live context; they 
are perceived as “technologically literate” (Brooker n. pag.), and usually know when something is 
‘live’ or not. To articulate the ‘liveness’ of the mediated image for the audience, and highlight the 
equal contribution of the mediated image to the development of interactive multimedia 
performance, I ask here if the multimedia can be afforded a ‘human-ness.’ To do so I study two 
                                                 2 I use ‘performer’ as opposed to ‘actor’ or ‘dancer’ for two reasons. Firstly I am interested in the relationships between the human and the non-human, and using performer circumvents a potential differentiation between the forms of the two productions (theatre and dance). Secondly using performer reflects a similarity in how these two works developed as devised pieces of theatrical performance. 3 Grayson Cooke discusses liveness in relationship to the “degree of composedness or preparedness” (“Liveness and the Machine” 12). He suggests that for Corneluis Cardew, preparedness is “an awareness of the necessity to act on the basis of some as yet unforeseen event” (13), and in an improvisational setting, preparedness is arriving with a “set of pre-conceived or pre-arranged materials” (20). Preparedness is an apt description for the preparation one makes for a theatre performance such as blocking, choreography and line learning. In a mediated environment, preparedness would include programming computer systems and plotting and rehearsing cue points. 
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different connections between the digital and the human. In The Table of Knowledge the human is 
ever-present through the performance space. The digital images are video renderings of the humans 
on stage, and reiterate the human-ness of the human performers. Encoded contrastingly subsumes 
the human into the digital with large scale digital images, and it is the liveness and interactivity of 
the digitally mediated imagery which returns the human to the stage. Stalker and version 1.0 offer 
distinctive approaches to integrating multimedia into live performance, and use different strategies 
to develop interactivity and co-presence between the digital and the human. Using an interactive 
visual system, Stalker demonstrated how the digitally rendered image can interact with and respond 
to the human performer it is in collaboration with. Encoded contributed to a body of work that 
employs movement sensing and the moving human body to create visually immersive dance and 
physical theatre.4 In Encoded, the human body is digitally mapped through the use of an infra-red 
camera and the captured movement data triggers a response in the projections that surround the 
performer (see Fig. 1.1). By contrast, version 1.0 used live video, ChromaKey technology and 
projected images which were a direct representation of the human performers in text based work 
(see Fig. 1.2).5 The Table of Knowledge built on version 1.0’s body of work, and echoed a tradition 
of integrated live video in text based theatre where the company would “make abrasively visible” 
the political implications of the actions on stage (Williams “Performing Refugee Policy in Politics 
and Theatre” 202).6  
                                                 4 Other examples from this body of work include Glow by Chunky Move (2013), Adrien M and Claire B’s works including Convergence 1.0 (2005), Pixel (2014) and Hakanai (2013), and the works of Troika Ranch. 5 ChromaKey is often used in film and television to provide alternate backgrounds which do not require the actor or stunt double to perform physically impossible acts in locations that are difficult. For example in an action film where the actor falls down a waterfall or flies through the sky or the weather report when the presenter is in front of the weather map. The actors perform in front of a screen which is one block of colour, either blue or green, and the computer program removes that exact shade from the video signal. The cut-out image left behind is then super-imposed over another image, often video footage or animation. The shades of blue and green used in a the system are shades that are unlikely to be found naturally so when the shade is removed through the ChromaKey system, and there is less chance of holes in the super-imposed cut-out image.  6 From their 2001 production The Second Last Supper, version 1.0 integrated video and projection in their productions. Other companies that have worked with interactive live video in text based performance since the early 1990s, and influenced the work of version 1.0, include The Builder’s Association, The Wooster Group, and Dumb Type. I suggest that this body of work can trace its heritage back to the Epic Theatre of Irwin Piscator. 
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 Fig. 1.1 Timothy Ohl and Miranda Wheen dance with a particle fluid simulation in Encoded by Stalker. Photo by Matthew Syres, November 2012. This image, and all further images in this thesis are used with permission of Stalker. 
 Fig. 1.2 Arky Michael, Jane Phegan and Kym Vercoe in The Table of Knowledge. Their hands are captured by the camera on stage and projected above them. Photo by Heidrun Löhr, August 2011. This image, and all further images in this thesis are used with permission of version 1.0. 
Working with version 1.0 in 2011, and observing the development of Encoded at the same 
time, I gained an opportunity to understand practical ways that interactive multimedia can be 
generated within a performance, and how this develops. My experience as an audience member of 
both productions further enhanced my understanding of the interactivity generated by Stalker and 
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version 1.0 in two works where ‘human-ness’ was very potent. These works are excellent examples 
of the bodies of work to which they contribute. I do not offer a conventional account of the 
productions, or a detailed performance analysis of the productions, with this thesis. Rather, I focus 
primarily on the relationships between the human and the digital. By analysing two distinct styles of 
multimedia from Stalker and version 1.0, I explore can how a co-present relationship between the 
digital and the human might be established in multimedia performance.  
The case studies involved the simultaneous presence of performers and a live projected 
representation of those performers on stage: video in The Table of Knowledge and digitally rendered 
images in Encoded. Both productions utilised multimedia technologies within a live theatre-based 
context; the multimedia balanced liveness and preparedness and was integral to the development of 
the form and content of a work presented in front of a live audience. This fits under the umbrella of 
Rosemary Klich and Edward Scheer’s classification of multimedia performance being stage-based 
productions where the multimedia is integral to the development of the form and content of the 
work (17). Multimedia performance involves multimedia that develops alongside the performance, 
is integrated into the fabric of the performance through the actions of the people developing the 
multimedia, and contributes dramaturgically to its development. The multimedia was integrated in 
such a way that it is presented through what Saltz would describe as a real-time interactive system 
in contrast to a play-back only system: live in the moment, developed from a variety of live and 
prepared elements (“Live” 117). Terms to describe the outputs of multimedia systems are complex 
and contentious. To keep it at its simplest, projections on a variety of surfaces resulting from such 
an integrated system will be described as multimedia images. In recognition of the multi-faceted 
nature of the systems involved and their theoretical intersections I use projected, digital, virtual and 
multimedia interchangeably to indicate the output of the projection based multimedia system in use. 
It is also important to note that the images under discussion are produced live, through a real-time 
interactive system unless otherwise specified.  
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Visual digital and analogue technology has been integrated into performances in a variety of 
ways for many years. Historically, film and screen based media has been used on our stages since 
the inception of film in the 1890s, Futurism in the 1920s, Epic theatre in the 1950s and the easily 
accessible Sony handicam by artists including Nam June Paik in the 1970s (Birringer, “Video 
Art/Performance” 61). In an Australian context, the use of multimedia is widespread on the main 
stage and there is an extensive history of interactive multimedia in dance theatre.7 While there are 
numerous critical accounts that reference multimedia and digital technologies in Australian works,8 
there are surprisingly very few specific studies of Australian multimedia performance. This is a gap 
I begin to contribute to filling with this thesis.  
New media dramaturgy (NMD), and a convergence of computer based theories within 
theatre studies, are both central to the theoretical approach in my research. Building on new 
dramaturgy,9 Peter Eckersall, Helena Grehan and Edward Scheer coined the term new media 
dramaturgy to “investigate transformations underway in live performance in response to and in 
relation to new media” (375), proposing that NMD “is a nexus of context, content, form and 
audience” (376). Focusing on the relationship between the technology and the body (376), 
conceptually NMD is important to this project because of the collaborative nature of case studies. 
Both case studies can be identified as using a NMD approach, in that they dramaturgically integrate 
multimedia to the development of the work, emphasising the relationships between the digital and 
the human. The multimedia has the potential to respond to the performance because it collaborates 
                                                 7 Some recent main stage Australian examples include: Gloria by Queensland Theatre Company in 2014, La Voix Humaine by La Boite in 2012, Sydney Theatre Company’s The Maids in 2013 and Pygmalion in 2012, Belvoir’s Measure to Measure in 2011, and Beautiful One Day a co-production with Ilbeijerri and version 1.0 in 2013. Dance companies have been integrating live new media technology into performance for decades, including Chunky Move with Glow in 2006, Australian Dance Theatre’s live 3D performance Multiverse in 2014 and Expressions Dance Company’s Score! in 2005.  8 Australian performance makers Stelarc and Companies in Space have received worldwide attention in theoretical critique in relation to their use of digital and multimedia technologies in performance. Some other examples of Australian multimedia work in peer reviewed articles and texts include Klich and Scheer’s analysis of Not Yet It’s Difficult’s Eavesdrop (59-65), version 1.0’s CMI (A Certain Maritime Incident) (77-81), Chunky Move’s Glow (122-5) Company’s in Space’s Escape Velocity (109-11) and Gina Czanecki’s work Nascent (107-8) in Multimedia Performance; Birringer’s critique of Australian Dance Theatre’s Devolution in his chapter in Performance, Technology, and Science; and Russell Fewster’s analysis of The Lost Babylon in Mapping Intermediality in Performance. 9 New dramaturgy emerged in 1994 from the work of Marianne Van Kerkhoven and recognises new work, new process and new relationships on stage in the ever expanding practice of performance making (Cochrane and Trencsényi xi-xiii). 
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in the making of meaning; it can be said to be contributing dramaturgically to the development of 
the production.  
Theoretically, a contemporary convergence of new media studies and computer system 
studies within a theatre studies framework is emerging in the theatre studies discourse. This 
convergence highlights the importance of multimedia to the making, reception and critique of 
theatre in the early twenty-first century. Critiques of the liveness of mediated images within studies 
of multimedia performance have shifted from the debate of live performance versus mediated 
performance, to discuss the integration of the live and the mediated elements within the same 
production. Scholarship incorporates new media theory – including Jay David Bolter and Richard 
A. Grusin’s understanding of hypermediacy and remediation – into a theatre studies paradigm.10 
These studies (amongst many others) establish that the mediated image can be live, and can be 
integrated into multimedia performance. In doing so they shift debates beyond the historical binary 
of live performance versus mediated performance into a theoretical framework which critiques the 
integration of a spectrum of performative elements – live, mediated and live mediations – into live 
stage based performance events. The integration of the multimedia image into the fabric of the 
performance contributes to its definition as multimedia performance and fosters the possibility of 
co-presence.  
My argument hinges on Peggy Phelan’s idea of the ontologically unique performance event 
(146). For Phelan, an ontologically unique performance event was a strategy for articulating live 
theatre in the face of an increasingly mediated world. Phelan described a performance event 
whereby each rendition was unique by its very nature of becoming. This description was formalised 
in the debate about live performance versus mediated performance that emerged between Phelan 
and Philip Auslander around the opposition of live performance and mediated performance. In-
depth discussions of the impact of live performance versus mediated performance on theatre and 
                                                 10 See, for instance, Digital Performance by Steve Dixon, The Presence Project by Gabriella Giannachi and Nick Kaye and Multimedia Performance: From the Live to the Simulated by Rosemary Klich and Edward Scheer. 
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performance studies are well documented,11 and following the contributions of Auslander and 
Phelan, many scholars began to explore how multimedia might be integrated into the 
performance.12 Since the 1990s, new terminologies including digital theatre, multimedia 
performance and intermediality have been used to frame the intertwining of liveness, mediation and 
technology on stage. Currently, ‘intermediality’ is a key idea in understanding contemporary 
multimedia and digital performance.13 Lars Elleström suggests that intermediality is defined by 
“‘intermodal relations in media’ or ‘media intermultimodality’” (“The Modalities of Media” 37). A 
medium is multimodal when it contains a number of modalities (material, sensorial, spatio-temporal 
and semiotic) as way of describing the phenomenon of mixed media presentations (27 – 37), and 
intermediality describes a “complex set of relations between media that are always more or less 
multimodal” (Elleström qtd. in Lavender, “Modal Transpositions Toward Theatres of Encounter, or, 
in Praise of ‘Media Intermultimodality’” 450). I propose that intermediality is more useful to this 
project as an aspect of multimedia performance (along with forms including computer theatre, 
cyborg theatre, digital theatre, posthumanism, virtual theatre and mixed reality performance)14 
whereas the umbrella term of ‘multimedia performance’ offers me more scope to focus on the 
integration of live and mediated, human and non-human elements within a live theatre production. 
Presence and Co-presence 
Presence and co-presence are at the foundation of this project, particularly to my 
understanding of how an ontologically unique performance event might be realised. In presence 
                                                 11 Theorists including Camille Baker, Sarah Bay-Cheng, et al., Johannes Birringer, Susan Broadhurst, Sue-Ellen Case, Matthew Causey, Susan Davis, Gabriella Giannachi, Nick Kaye, Susan Kozel, Jennifer Parker-Starbuck, and Chris Salter have addressed the debate of live performance versus mediated performance in their work. Steve Dixon (Digital), Greg Giesekam, Rosemary Klich and Edward Scheer have undertaken more detailed studies of digital, and multimedia performance and looked in detail at the work of both Auslander and Phelan and how the debate has threaded into contemporary discussions of mediation in performance.  12 See Sue-Ellen Case, Steve Dixon, Nick Kaye, Rosemary Klich and Edward Scheer, Hans-Thies Lehmann, Chris Salter and David Z. Saltz among others for examples of how multimedia can be integrated into performance. 13 Among others, Sarah Bay-Cheng, et al.’s edited collection Mapping Intermediality in Performance, Freda Chapple and Chiel Kattenbelt edited collection Intermediality in Theatre and Performance, Dixon’s Digital Performance and Klich and Scheer’s Multimedia Performance all address intermediality. 14 In some sense, mixed reality performance is also an applicable definition for the forms of performance I am describing when applying Steve Benford and Gabriella Giannachi’s description of “mixed reality performances deliberately adopt[ing] hybrid forms that combine the real and the virtual in multiple ways and through this, encourage multiple and shifting viewpoints” (4). 
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studies, co-presence refers to spatio-temporal co-location and interactivity (Zhao 446) but in a 
performance context, co-presence is commonly used to describe a connection between performers, 
between performers and spectators, or more recently between technology and performers (or all of 
the above). Shanyang Zhao and David Elesh deploy the work of Erving Goffman whereby co-
presence is established when two parties are mutually accessible to each other (565). Recent 
scholarship, including the ‘The Presence Project,’15 suggests that co-presence does exist between 
performers and multimedia. Hans-Thies Lehmann argues that the use of live video by New York-
based theatre, dance and media collective, The Wooster Group, established ‘co-presence’ between 
the live actor and video when discussing the “mediated self-referentiality” of post-dramatic theatre 
(168; original emphasis). I build on this and use co-presence as a lens to understand the relationship 
between the multimedia images and the human performers when the images are a live 
representation of the humans also on stage. I suggest that when live multimedia is co-located or 
placed together with the performers in time and space, interaction, communication and affectivity 
between multimedia and performers are achievable.  
If co-presence is a “set of spatiotemporal conditions in which instant two-way human 
communication interactions can take place” (Zhao 446), when two parties can have “sensory 
awareness of another” (Campos-Castillo 426), they can arguably exist within a state of co-
presence.16 In a theatrical context, co-presence implies liveness or “being ‘in-person,’ physically 
present, in the here-and-now, happening at this moment, in front of an audience in a traditional 
performance context, live or remotely” (Baker 124). To be co-present, the entities – human and non-
human – must be produced live, available to each other, located within the same temporal and 
spatial environment and engage with each other with the desire to interact. Zhao outlines a 
taxonomy of co-presence when describing interactive environments measuring corporeality against 
                                                 15 The Presence Project was led by Gabriella Giannachi, Nick Kaye, Mel Slater, and Michael Shanks at Exeter University, Stanford University and UCL between 2005 and 2009. In part it explored manifestations of presence in performance events with multimedia and technology. 16 The concept of co-presence as a state of “being with” has popular usage stemming from philosophical and sociological approaches. Similarly to my use of presence, co-presence specifically describes the actions of the entities on stage who are co-creating performance outcomes for spectators. Co-presence and presence are used to describe stage based actions which impart an effect on the audience and the performance.  
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either physical or electronic proximity. For example “telecopresence (sic)” describes a situation 
whereby both parties are corporeal in their specific locations, but are interacting through electronic 
proximity such as a Skype conversation (447). For Zhao, and in the productions described here, the 
entities do not need to be corporeal in their proximity for co-presence to be achieved. The entities 
need to be “accessible [and] available […] to one another” in order to exist in a state of co-presence 
(Goffman qtd. in Zhao 446). Critiquing spatio-temporal co-location across a spectrum of proxemics 
and corporeal factors clarifies the potential for multimedia images and human performers to exist in 
the same spatial and temporal locations, whereby the entities are mutually available to each other. In 
addition, the entities must create an effect on each other for the production to enter a state of co-
presence; I use ‘presence’ as my key descriptor of the phenomenon to create an effect. 
In theatre studies, presence generally describes charisma and spontaneity in an 
intersubjective relationship between performer and audience (Auslander, Presence and Resistance 
37; Jaeger 122). While the intersubjectivity of such a relationship plays out in this thesis, presence 
here indicates stage presence, or the ability to respond to the moment by moment nuance of a 
performance, resulting in a unique performance event. Presence is “to be aware of the uniqueness of 
a particular audience and of certain features of the theatrical event rather than performing a perfect 
repetition of a familiar and well-rehearsed pattern of behaviour” (Jaeger 122). Suzanne Jaeger 
argues that for Phelan it is presence that might indicate how an ontologically unique performance 
event is created (139). I propose that when all entities on stage (human and non-human) are able to 
respond in a moment by moment fashion an ontologically unique performance event can occur. If 
co-presence indicates interaction, then the potential of a multimedia image to ‘interact’ with its 
human co-performers with ‘presence’ prefaces the possibility of co-presence, and guarantees an 
ontologically unique performance event.  
Making presence available to the digital image is determined by the collaboration of the 
whole company. The choreography, blocking, script writing, multimedia development, mise en 
scène, the actions of performers and ultimately the presence of the audience who are spectators of 
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the theatrical event determine its outcome. Existing in a performance contract, the entities on stage 
– both human and non-human – must interact before an audience for a theatrical event to occur. Or 
as Ericka Fischer-Lichte describes, performance must “satisfy specific conditions of ‘production’ 
and ‘reception’, … whatever the actors do elicits a response from the spectators which impacts on 
the entire performance” (38). When the multimedia is developed by the actions of the whole 
performance company and subsequently presented in front of a live audience, all performative 
entities have the potential to communicate with each other and exist in a mutually accessible 
interactive relationship; they can interact with presence. 
The ability to interact with presence is best described as the generation of the human-like 
qualities of the mediated, non-human image. The non-human must engage with ‘human-ness’ to 
interact with presence and I propose in this thesis that agency and embodiment are the most 
appropriate human-like characteristics when discussing the engenderment of presence.17 Agency 
and embodiment are two points at which my research deviates from most discussions of mediation 
and performance. Many discussions of the relationship between embodiment and technology in 
performance are still tied up in the binaries of live and mediated or physical and virtual; 
embodiment is a point of contention, and the non-human entity is commonly seen to exist without 
agency. In this project the agency and embodiment of live media in the performance space are 
strategies employed to move beyond those binaries. I suggest an alternative perspective and argue 
that it is the integration of multimedia into the fabric of the performance – where the multimedia is 
accessible to the human performers – which allows agency and embodiment to be engendered 
within the non-human entity. The potential agency or embodiment of the multimedia image to 
interact with their human co-performers is examined in more detail in Chapters Two and Three to 
ascertain how a digital representation can enter a co-present relationship with its human co-
performers because it has been assigned these human-like qualities. 
                                                 17 Embodiment is used to describe the manifestations of a physical relationship between the human and the non-human. Technology becomes implicated in the embodiment of the non-human, or the “cofunctioning of embodiment with technics” (Hansen 9), when the body is extended via technology; the body becomes an interface between the physical and the virtual (2). For Alain Millon, rather than an “envelope,” the body is an “aggregate” (qtd in Hansen 14); it has agency, and is active in its resistance (Hansen 15). 
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Similarly to presence, I posit that the contribution and actions of the people making the 
multimedia in collaboration with the whole performance company delegates the multimedia image 
the agency or embodiment to interact. In a theatrical context, the person developing the multimedia 
and video content is usually described with the terms used to designate the other creatives: designer, 
artist, developer or producer. In some circumstances there is a shift in how contemporary 
performance work is developed with more focus on the overall team rather than to a director and 
creatives and the terms ‘designer,’ ‘artist,’ ‘developer’ and ‘producer’ are becoming limiting. These 
terms do not sufficiently reflect the ongoing contribution of the maker of the multimedia to the 
development of the form and content of multimedia performance with integrated multimedia. In 
reflection of this, and in my production and stage management career in multimedia performance 
(over fifteen years’ experience), I found it imperative that more descriptive terminology be 
deployed. 
I found ‘mediographer,’ a term gaining colloquial use among digital content producers, 
useful. The label builds on the film and television term ‘videographer’ that describes the person who 
designs, develops, edits and generally manages multimedia content.18 Mediographer is an apt 
description for the person developing such multimedia content, and has not yet been used in 
performance and theatre studies to describe the maker of the multimedia content. The key role for 
the mediographer is the ongoing contribution made by the makers of the multimedia to the 
development of the form and content of the production (Kaye, Multi-media; Kaye, “Screening 
Presence;” Saltz “Live”); it requires a dramaturgical contribution which works to integrate the 
multimedia into the fabric of the performance. My original intention with this project was to use 
mediographer to describe the role of the person responsible for creating multimedia which interacts 
with the performers, reflecting their ongoing contribution across the whole production process 
(development, rehearsal and performance). In examining the case studies and the reality of making 
multimedia performance, I realised that at times the role is undertaken by a number of people and it 
                                                 18 The online Oxford and Macquarie dictionaries both describe videographer in this way. According to the Merriam Webster online dictionary, mediography is used to describe a collection of multimedia resources on a given subject. 
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is the tasks undertaken by the ‘mediographer’ which are important. In both case studies (and in 
general) mediographer could describe the actions of a number of people, generally designers, 
programmers and operators. At times one person performs all these roles, but at other times, the role 
is implemented by a number of people; this does not negate the importance and requirement for a 
more descriptive term such as mediographer, and so the term is still applicable. In the case studies, 
the multimedia and video operator, designer and programmer contributed significantly to the 
development of the production dramaturgically because they, and the multimedia, were present in 
all stages: from creative development, through rehearsals and into performance.  
Structure of the Thesis 
Chapter One outlines mechanisms for creating co-presence in multimedia performance. I 
elaborate on the premise that multimedia images can enter a presence filled interactive relationship 
with human performers in multimedia performance when three thing occur: the multimedia is 
produced live; the images on screen are a representation of the human performers simultaneously on 
stage, and the multimedia is integrated into the form and content of all aspects of the production 
balancing liveness and preparedness. This results in the potential for what Gabriella Giannachi, 
Nick Kaye and Michael Shanks describe as presence being an “enactment” of co-presence (1). If 
co-presence is a mutually accessible interactive relationship between spatio-temporally co-located 
entities, the capacity for the non-human entity to engage with intent must first be assessed. The 
capacity for intent will be evaluated in the first part of Chapter One through considering presence as 
a state of becoming. I hypothesise that when a human is faced with her digital other, a space in-
between emerges from the fractures between the human and the digital, and the non-human entity 
can be afforded subjectivity. Once afforded subjectivity, I suggest the non-human entity has the 
capacity to be engendered with the human-like qualities of the agency or embodiment required to 
interact with presence. In the later part of Chapter One, I expand on how co-presence might be 
generated. If we accept that the subjectivity of the multimedia image and the human performer are 
linked, it follows that because one is defined in light of its counterpart, the multimedia is able to be 
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integrated into the performance. I determine if it is the integration of ‘live’ multimedia, produced 
with a balance of liveness and preparedness, which integrates the digital content into the form and 
content of the production. I am then able to illustrate how multimedia can interact with presence, as 
an enactment of co-presence.  
In Chapter Two, I use the systems for developing co-presence outlined in Chapter One to 
analyse the established technology of ChromaKey and live video in version 1.0’s documentary 
theatre production The Table of Knowledge. Chapter Three critiques Stalker’s use of emerging 
multimedia technology and the resultant co-presence in their physical theatre and dance 
performance work Encoded. The case studies in this thesis were, at the time of their selection, 
innovative in their use of multimedia. Performance (text and dance based) has moved on since then, 
but the argument still holds. The productions are both multimedia performance but establish an 
interactive relationship between multimedia images and human performers in distinct ways: through 
agency or embodiment. The conclusions drawn from my analysis of the use of established 
technology in The Table of Knowledge – that the multimedia image can be engendered with the 
agency to interact with presence – are integral to informing my reading of the potential for the 
successful generation of embodiment within digitally rendered images in Encoded. In Chapters Two 
and Three, I deconstruct how a co-present relationship can be created between the digital and the 
human. 
Both case studies have much in common: the multimedia was integrated into the fabric of 
the performance through the structure and scenography, or form and dramatic development, or 
content by the actions of the mediographer in collaboration with the whole team. Neither 
performance would have been the same without either the multimedia or the interactivity of the 
relationship between the multimedia images and human performers. In both productions a real-time 
projected representation of the performers on stage was presented in front of an audience; the 
performers interacted with real-time representations of themselves and/or each other. The 
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interaction between the performers and the multimedia was integral to the development of the form 
and content of the final production.  
--- 
The intervention I make here hinges on the premise that theatre on the main stage, not just 
the margins, is becoming more of an act of collaboration with the digital the further we move into 
the twenty-first century. This thesis recognises and responds to a current shift in processes with 
which new work is developed, with more focus placed on a whole team of widely skilled digital, 
theatre and production specialists rather than just a director plus creatives. The multimedia 
performances I discuss in this thesis exemplify this shift, where there is an integrated level of 
collaboration between all parties, especially the creators of the multimedia. The mediated content 
described in this thesis is designed and created alongside the whole production, not just tacked on at 
the end. Rather than just added for the ‘wow factor’ of high-tech gimmickry, the multimedia is 
embedded into the meaning of the work. Embedding the multimedia into the form and content, or 
fabric, of the performance increases the potential for the multimedia to interact with presence.  
Analysing the relationship between multimedia images and human performers affords 
audiences, scholars and artists the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of how this important 
relationship between mediated and live elements is evolving. I pave the way for more detailed 
explorations of co-presence between the digital and the human, in practice, reception and theory. 
This discussion contributes to a body of work which circumvents the debate of live performance 
versus mediated performance, arguing instead for a form of integrated multimedia performance 
whereby the live multimedia is in collaboration, rather than opposition to the human. In addition, 
the multifaceted nature of the practice, analysis and reception is foregrounded. When the digital is 
an equal player with the human, it is another performer in the performance space. New co-present 
relationships emerging on our stages create ontologically unique multimedia performance events 
where the human is prefaced, be they digital, live, or a live digital representation.  
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Shifting deeper into a society that is saturated by mediation and technology requires that the 
myriad of relationships between the digital and the human continue to be critiqued. For audiences, 
scholars and practitioners, co-presence is a useful lens by which to make these critiques. Drawing 
on the current theoretical convergence of computer studies in presence, new media studies, and 
theatre studies, I initiate a detailed exploration of the specific relationships between multimedia 
images and human performers in two contemporary Australian works. I describe examples of co-
presence on our stages and provide tools for audiences, practitioners and scholars to describe this 
developing relationship. The conclusions I draw about Encoded and The Table of Knowledge – that 
when multimedia and human performers are spatio-temporally co-located and interactive they have 
the potential to exist in a state of “being with” – are applicable to other productions.  
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Chapter 1 – Presence: A Step Towards Co-presence 
 
‘[P]resence’ not only invites consideration of individual experience, perception and 
consciousness, but also directs attention outside the self into the social and the 
spatial, toward the enactment of ‘co-presence.’[...] Presence implies temporality, too 
– a fulcrum of presence is tense and the relationship between past and present. 
(Giannachi, Kaye and Shanks 1) 
 
Framing studies in presence within a theatre studies paradigm this chapter uses a theory-based 
approach to expand on the established notion that a multimedia image and human performer can be 
in a co-present relationship. Interacting with presence is an essential action a non-human entity 
must ostensibly undertake in order to exist in a state of co-presence with its human co-performers. 
Drawing on Elizabeth Grosz’s theorising of a space in-between (93) and Bracha Ettinger’s matrixial 
intimacy (“Weaving a Woman Artist With-in the Matrixial Encounter-Event” 76), I argue in this 
chapter that the multimedia image exists with presence not absence because it can be imbued with 
such subjectivity. While reviewing the field of multimedia performance and its informants, I 
subsequently outline and expand on the systems by which the multimedia has the capacity to enter a 
presence filled, co-present relationship with the human performer: the multimedia is integrated into 
the content of form of the production, is produced live, and balances liveness and preparedness.  
Phelan argues that rather than a repeatable event, live performance must be ontologically 
unique (146). Jaeger extends this, suggesting that it is the ability of the performers to act with 
presence which creates a unique performance event; she uses presence to describe the ability of an 
entity to respond with nuance and spontaneity to the moment by moment transitions of a 
performance (122). In a play-back only system, the images on screen are replicated in each 
performance event, limiting the potential uniqueness of each performative moment. Implementing 
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and developing the multimedia live through a real-time interactive system ensures that the 
multimedia operates in the performance space differently each performative moment, creating 
unique performance events built upon presence based interactions.19 
Nuance and spontaneity are relatively intangible attributes, reliant on audience and 
individual interpretations. However, if these attributes can be engineered, the multimedia image can 
potentially interact with its human co-performers; if a ‘live’ non-human entity can act with 
presence, the uniqueness of the moments in a specific performance event are achievable. Given that 
interactivity is required for co-presence to exist between parties, I suggest that the ability to interact 
with presence, not just act (as suggested by Jaeger) is fundamental to engendering co-presence. The 
liveness of the multimedia contributes to its capacity to interact with the performance outcome 
differently in each performative moment, and is one of the key processes I investigate in order to 
discern the establishment of co-presence. 
The nature of co-presence revels the mechanics of its construction. Co-presence is a two-
fold state, to interact the entities must exist within a “social relationship” (Zhao and Elesh 566) and 
operate within linked spatial and temporal locations (Zhao 446). The interactivity of the parties 
concerned moves the relationship from just a spatial and temporal arrangement to something more 
profound. In a co-present relationship the parties involved perceive and offer a response to each 
other (Bailenson, et al 3), “ready to engage and be engaged” (Zhao and Elesh 570), imbued with an 
inherent possibility for error. Two entities may be spatio-temporally co-located through proximity, 
but fail to interact if there has been no social connectivity or desire to interact established (570). My 
point is that a multimedia image can be engendered with the agency or embodiment to interact with 
presence when it has been assigned that capacity by the actions of the performance company. Not 
only do the multimedia image and human performer need to be spatio-temporally co-located to exist 
in a co-present relationship, they must engage with each other in each performative moment in 
order to interact and therefore exist in a state of co-presence.  
                                                 19 A real-time interactive system is a system which develops in the moment and disparate elements can interact with each other and be integrated into the performance outcome (Saltz, “Live Media” 117). 
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Presence as a becoming 
 Historically, presence has often been posited in opposition to absence. In one postmodern 
discussion of multimedia in performance, the mediated image was conceptualised as absent (Salter 
xxxv) when the actor was not on stage at the same time as her mediated representation (Dixon, 
Digital Performance 126). For this project to be successful, the mediated image must be constructed 
with presence, not absence. When applying a phenomenological approach to tele-present 
performance Martha Ladley has suggested that, in the face of the connectivity of the internet, 
presence is ubiquitous in the technological age (139). When viewing this in relation to Zhao’s 
taxonomy of co-presence (448), whereby the virtual entity (for example a mediated image) exists in 
a state of virtual co-presence with the corporeal entity, I posit that a live integrated multimedia 
image reconfigures the association of the absent mediation and the present human performer. When 
disparate entities are connected through technology, the multimedia image can be present because it 
exists in a state of virtual co-presence, collaborating with the human performer it is a representation 
of. Kaye argues that the simultaneous presence of live and mediated entities in performance are two 
strategies for moving presence beyond the preconceptions of the absence of the screen (“Screening” 
559). When the performer/character is present in both human and non-human states for the 
audience, the multimedia image doubles the representation of the performer and establishes all 
entities on stage as subjects in a state of becoming. When constructed in a state of becoming, the 
human and non-human are able to be integrated into each other’s subjectivity.  
Nadja Masura uses the term image-body to describe when the “actor is faced with his digital 
other” (18), locating the spaces that she argues exist between live and mediated bodies by defining 
the separation between the body and the digital (8). Masura correlates the liveness of the human 
actor with being co-present, in opposition to the mediatised image-body which, she argues, cannot 
(33). In contrast, central to my thesis is the notion that the non-human body can be co-present if it is 
able to interact with presence as an embodied agent in the performance space. Notwithstanding, 
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image body is a useful descriptor for the multimedia image. Engendering the subjectivity of the 
non-human entity prefaces its ability to interact with presence.  
Whilst I agree with Masura’s position that “in Digital Theatre, interaction is key to 
performances between human and non-human actors” (80), I propose that when the human and non-
human are entrenched in, rather than opposed to, each other’s subjectivity interaction between the 
entities integrates the multimedia into the fabric of the performance. Anna Fenemore proposes a 
new performance contract between entities in this instance (38-9). The multimedia image can be 
afforded subjectivity by the audience’s acceptance of the dramatic reality of the work. Jonathan Gil 
Harris and Natasha Korda maintain that, because the theatre audience is expecting to believe the 
reality of the drama, objects including props “encode networks of material relations” (1); they are 
assigned materiality and meaning by the audience in a theatrical setting. Yuji Sone argues that a 
similar effect occurs with robots in the case of the Japanese tradition of Bacarobo, whereby a 
mechanical object “may function outside its usual understanding by enmeshing itself within the 
viewer’s active imagination according to the terms of a stated theatrical frame” (342). For Sone the 
mechanical object is assigned subjectivity and human-like qualities because the audience believes in 
the dramatic reality established by the production.20 If the multimedia image and the human 
performer are defined in light of each other, the audience are able to believe the dramatic reality 
established by the production because they have been convinced by the theatrical devices of the 
production to accept the subjectivity of the multimedia. The multimedia image being afforded 
subjectivity also contributes to its potential ability to appear to operate in the performance space as 
an agent. I posit that creating live integrated multimedia images affords the digital image the 
possibility of interacting with presence in the same way that other non-human objects are afforded 
subjectivity in multimedia performance. Whilst simplistic, the subjectivity of the mediated image is 
integral to the images being able to exist in a state of co-presence, when they ‘become’ in light of 
the subjectivity of the human performers.  
                                                 20 Puppets, both physical and virtual, are assigned subjectivity and agency in a similar fashion (Cohen; Reynolds). 
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Deploying presence as a state of becoming (as opposed to absence or disappearance) is 
integral to analysing the spaces between the digital and the human in multimedia performance. 
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari propose that becoming is a state that emerges between two 
entities as an “equivalence of relations” (236), where the defining features of one are dependent on 
the defining features of the other (237). Dixon argues that the spaces between the digital and the 
human are fractures from which a space in-between emerges (Digital Performance 337). The 
transitional stage space in multimedia performances – between screen and stage – developed by 
multiple frames of viewing and projection surfaces create spatial and temporal fractures, results in a 
space in-between (337). This is a space where all elements, both digital and human, become in light 
of each other. For feminist architecture theorist Grosz, a space in-between is a space of both “A and 
– A” (93). It is a site of contestations created by the presence of, and interaction between, two 
elements, which while traditionally determined in opposition to each other, are in this situation 
defined in light of each other’s becoming (93). The in-between “fosters and enables the other’s 
transition from being the other of the one to its own becoming, to reconstituting another relation, in 
its different terms” (94). For Dixon, Grosz’s articulation of this state of becoming as central to the 
establishment of a space in-between, applies to an audience’s experience of interactive digital and 
multimedia performance (Digital 337). A space in-between the spaces that emerges from the 
fractures between the digital and the human establishes the subjectivity of both human and non-
human (A and –A) in a state of becoming, and both are therefore ‘present,’ not absent. They are 
reliant on their subjectivity in collaboration, not opposition to each other. By establishing the 
existence of a space in-between the digital and the human in Encoded and The Table of Knowledge I 
am able to examine how the multimedia images can exist with presence in a state of becoming, 
active, embodied and interacting as an agent. 
The spaces that emerge because of the relationship between the human and the digital can 
also be conceptualised as a matrixial. Feminist film theorist Ettinger theorised that a space 
simultaneously within/without (or I(s) and non-I(s)) is matrixial (“Weaving” 76), and associated this 
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space with the trans-subjective psychic gaze that intimately links the I and the non-I 
(“Wit(h)nessing Trauma and the Matrixial Gaze” 90). It is a “trail of separation-in-jointness which 
is not an incision or a cut from the archaic m/Other” (90) whereby “the matrixial apparatus 
dissolves the ground it stands on from within: it dissolves the unitary subject and transgresses it” 
(“Weaving” 75) and the ‘other’ is firstly an amalgamation, and secondly a separation 
(“Wit(h)nessing” 92). Branislava Kuburovic argues that a matrixial border space emerges from the 
spaces in-between in multimedia performance works, because intimacy is fostered between images 
and performer, whereby intimacy is an indicator of what she describes as real when “the bodies of 
all those participating, are totally and unavoidably invested in the work” (“Collapsing Alibis” 40), 
“confusing the notions of the inside and the outside” (“Matrixial Traces in Performance” 115). 
Importantly, for Kuburovic, the matrixial is “stratum of subjectivity” (117). For Carol Brown, 
spaces where dancers dance with the digital are matrixial spaces which shift from physical to 
relational space (85). In contrast to a space in-between, which focuses on the A and the –A, a 
matrixial border space is a space outside, rather than between. It is reliant in its subjectivity on both 
I and non-I focusing on the role of intimacy between the digital and the human in integrated 
multimedia performance.21 If as Deleuze and Guattari suggest, “[b]ecoming produces nothing other 
than itself” (238), it is the relationship that emerges as an integrated whole that is important. The 
aggregate of the system is dependent on the mediated image and the human performer it is a 
representation of, being two separate entities defined in light of each other. 
I previously noted that the establishment of co-presence necessitates mutual accessibility 
between separate entities. Mutual accessibility requires that both entities are available to enter the 
spaces with the intent to interact. Intent is quantifiable as a human-like quality, one that implies 
agency and the ability to cause an effect. In theatre studies in recent years, the multimedia image 
has been established to be a non-human object fundamentally unable to enter such a relationship 
with intent or take any autonomous action. Agency is often used to describe the ability to take 
                                                 21 A final description of this space in-between or space within/without could be as a liminal space. (Susan Broadhurst, “Intelligence, Interaction, Reaction and Performance”). 
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action in a theatrical setting, whereas in multi-system computer studies, agency is used to describe 
causing an effect (d’Inverno and Luck 255). If a multimedia image causes an effect because of its 
connection to the humans in the system, it can be engendered as an agent in a performance context 
through its connection to the humans in the system. Computer systems theorist Michael Luck and 
pianist Mark d’Inverno argue that programs are agents, whereas programmers are autonomous 
agents; the programmers apply goals to the programs so the programs can act out the programmer’s 
motivations (260). The example of the programmer applying agency to the program is a 
demonstration of non-humans being assigned agency through their relationship with a human 
(performer or mediographer). Contrastingly, in integrated multimedia performance, the whole team 
or company are autonomous agents who assign the multimedia images with agency in multimedia 
performance. When discussing the emergence of interactivity in theatre, Saltz utilises Allucquère 
Rosanne Stone’s definition of “two agencies in conversation, playfully and spontaneously 
developing a mutual discourse” (Stone qtd. in Saltz, “Live” 127) to describe interactivity. For 
Donna Haraway, actors, agencies, and actants refer, in a social science sense, to non-human and 
human entities (“A Game of Cats Cradle” 64). Non-humans can be engendered to operate – act – 
with the human-like quality of agency. 
Multimedia performance artist and director Katie Mitchell describes her work with live 
video where the video can “act as an active participant in the performance” (qtd. in Jefferies and 
Papadaki 197) within the parameters of the programing (or as Cooke might describe, preparedness). 
Her use of the word, ‘act,’ is important and links to Jaeger’s description of presence describing 
charisma and a “special capacity for spontaneity” (123). Applying Jaeger’s understanding of 
presence being the ability to act with nuance and spontaneity (112, 139), the multimedia image must 
operate as an agent, or the ability to produce an effect on someone or something in order to interact 
(d’Inverno and Luck 255). In emerging practices in contemporary western theatre, agency is 
assigned collaboratively by all parties, actors, playwrights, directors etc., and this is has been no 
more apparent than in multimedia works where the multimedia is produced live (Saltz, “The 
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Collaborative Subject” 82). A multimedia image endowed with agency to interact with its human 
co-performers ensures it enters into the performance contract, afforded the opportunity to cause an 
effect on the performers, performance and spectators. The mediated, or virtual image is able to 
interact as an agent because of its relationship with the human performer it is a representation of. 
While Haraway doesn’t write about theatre specifically, her work in particular overlaps with 
aspects of it. In 1994, she proposed the term technoscience as an “antiracist feminist theory and 
cultural studies to produce worldly interference patterns” (“A Game” 60) to negotiate the 
complexities and interfaces of nature within a scientific discourse. She describes the parts of 
technoscience being “actors and actants, human and not” (60), whereby the “actors and agencies are 
never performed” (64; original emphasis). Using the metaphor of cat’s cradle, Haraway proposes an 
interweaving and connectedness, which not only foregrounded the interactivity that we are seeing in 
multimedia performance but infers the importance of all participants (human, or non-human) in that 
network. Within studies of cyborg theatre and human/animal relations in theatre, the non-human can 
be assigned agency.22 In this thesis the non-human digital entity can be positioned as an embodied 
agent within a theatre studies framework because of its connections with the other entities in the 
system. The non-human is central to the aggregate of the system. While this convergence is 
common in fields aligned to theatre studies such as sound, art, music, new media and architecture, it 
is less common in theatre and performance studies. Here I take up Klich and Scheer’s call that 
“theatre analysis must adapt terms from new media theory and expand understandings of, and ways 
of talking about, theatrical performance” (15-16). Rather than adapting, my analysis recognises that 
such any adaptation must be a ‘readaptation,’ and build on the theoretical and practical outcomes of 
the 1990s. 
Being able to act with nuance and intent, while interacting with co-performers are qualities 
that a human performer brings to the stage. I posit that the non-human entity can enter the 
performance contract with similar human-like qualities when faced with the human she is 
                                                 22 This has been most prominently described by Jennifer Parker-Starbuck, for whom technology assumes agency “aside” the actors, where “camera ‘acts’ alongside the bodies” (Cyborg Theatre 139), sharing that same agency with the humans it is performing with (“Becoming-Animate” 644). 
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representing. Dixon suggests that the virtual body is “an index […] another trace and representation 
of the always already physical body” (Digital 215; original emphasis). In the performances I 
describe in later chapters, the live multimedia is a direct representation of the humans on stage. The 
multimedia technology is an extension of, and connected to the human body of the performer. 
Jennifer Parker-Starbuck argues that when subject bodies experience immersive multimedia they 
“are bodies in collaboration with technology” because the actors’ bodies are merged with 
projections (Cyborg Theatre 144). This connection affords the media real-time representation and 
embodiment as a subject.  
One strategy for describing the embodiment of the virtual is through a critique of the 
posthuman. Katherine N. Hayles argues that the “posthuman view thinks of the body as the original 
prosthesis we all learn to manipulate, so that extending or replacing the body with other prostheses 
becomes a continuation of a process that began before we were born” (qtd in Klich and Scheer 188). 
The posthuman body is an extension of the human, and the virtual is embodied within mixed reality 
and interactive performances. Mark Hansen argues that the body, especially the virtual body is 
central to understanding mixed reality (2). Hansen suggests that within Virtual Reality (VR) there is 
a “primacy of embodied motor activity,” which extends the embodiment of human agency (3) 
prefacing the importance of the body to virtual reality as an ontological function (5). If mixed 
reality describes the intersections between the virtual and the physical (Benford and Giannachi 4), 
Hansen suggests that this is the body that is the interface (8). In order to understand the virtual 
image within the multimedia performances under discussion, it is useful to understand how these 
images might exist in a state of embodiment. If the multimedia can be seem to exist in the human-
like state of embodiment, it is able to then interact with its human co-performers because of its 
embodied subjectivity. Returning to the concept of human-like qualities, a non-human entity can 
exist in relationships with humans in a human-like fashion because it can be embodied.    
Representation and embodiment are often raised in discussions of liveness and mediation in 
performance, and the myriad of discussions about mediation’s effect on embodiment are contentious 
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(Dixon, Digital 24). It has been argued in the past that the non-human machine cannot exist with 
embodied expression.23 More recently it has been argued that when technology becomes part of the 
body and extends the embodiment of the human, the technology can be an embodied performative 
element within performance.24 For Klich and Scheer, the data depends on the embodied agent (191), 
and the virtual body is embodied because of its relationship with the human body. Similarly to 
agency, embodiment is a result of connection between the digital and the human. This can also be 
framed as what Don Ihde describes as an embodiment relation, where by the technology becomes 
“perceptually transparent” (Bodies in Technology 86; see also Saltz, “Collaborative” 72). Presented 
as an embodied performative force, the interactivity of the non-human multimedia image is 
perceivable by the audience. 
Camille Baker and Julie Wilson-Bokowiec both argue that the physical and visceral are 
central to an embodied engendering of presence (Baker 122; Wilson-Bokowiec 73), and Auslander 
that the presence of an actor is tied to her embodiment (Presence 37). Anna Munster suggests that 
an analysis of embodiment and virtuality needs to recognise the role of communication and 
connection between the physical and virtual in the embodiment of the virtual body (3-4) whereby 
the virtual body is embodied through its relationship to that of the physical body; an avatar for 
example is determined in its embodiment by the person outside the digital world who is controlling 
it (99-100). For Stone the physical / virtual is not a mind / body split and the virtual is 
interconnected to the physical (40). Phenomenologically, if the coded / virtual / mediated body is to 
exist, it does so because of its relationships with the human.   
Determining the connection between the multimedia images and the human performers is a 
central mechanism for establishing co-presence. Human subjectivity, agency and embodiment needs 
to be intertwined with the subjectivity, agency and embodiment of the non-human multimedia 
                                                 23 For example Chis Salter argues “how can machines and substances, materials, and spaces perform, especially when they have no consciousness or intention? Why should we grant the human right of performance to inanimate things, especially ones we have created? How can we confuse artistic performances with the performances of machines, not in terms of their function and efficiency, but also through the attribution to them of embodied expression?” (xxiii).  24 For example Johannes Birringer discusses “digital embodiment” (“Bodies of Colour/Media Skins” 144), Carol Brown “embodied interfaces” (93) and Rosemary Klich and Edward Scheer refer to N. Katherine Hayles, suggesting that “the body becomes a prosthesis to technology and informational systems” (6-7). 
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image (Grosz’s “A and – A” (93)). In my introduction I outlined that success of multimedia 
performance is reliant on the integration of all elements. In recounting how a dancer used her 
moments to control a computer generated Ariel in a performance of The Tempest (produced by the 
Interactive Performance Laboratory at the University of Georgia) (Masura 68; Saltz, “Live” 118-23) 
Saltz argues that “though Ariel’s physical presence is not live, its actions are by virtue of not being 
pre-recorded. The animated Ariel has the same capacity to react, improvise, and make mistakes that 
a live performer does” (“Live” 127; emphasis added). Kaye also proposes that for John Cage and 
Bill Viola, the live is associated “with that which is produced by or in the system, and so with that 
which is not exactly represented, or, at least, whose ‘object’ is not specifically elsewhere” (Multi-
Media 13-4; original emphasis). In instances when multimedia elements are integrated with human 
performers, they have capacity for presence and co-presence, because they are not pre-recorded but 
live subjects with agency and embodiment.  
In instances of live multimedia, the construction and subjectivity of the performance work is 
reliant on the equal integration of all elements, human and non-human. More specifically, the 
making of meaning is conditional on the equal integration of elements that can be positioned as 
contrasting points on a spectrum: audiences and practitioners, liveness and preparedness, uncontrol 
and control, the live and the mediated, and the human and the digital. Enlarging discussions of how 
multimedia might be integrated into performance – matrixial intimacy, a space in-between, and 
multimedia images ascribed subjectivity in a state of presence not absence – shifts scholarly debates 
beyond that of live performance versus mediated performance, and prefaces the ability of the 
multimedia to interact with the performance with presence, not absence. It is possible to further 
interrogate the capacity for the multimedia image to enter a co-present relationship with the human 
performer when it has been engendered with the subjectivity interact with presence. 
Systems for co-presence  
In describing a co-present relationship between multimedia images and human performers, 
convincing the audience of the interactivity between the two is vital. When discussing dance and 
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interactivity, Johannes Birringer notes that an interactive system “allows performers to generate, 
synthesize, and process images, sounds, voice, and text within a shared real-time environment” 
(“Dance and Interactivity” 89-90). Saltz observes that interactive media is “sounds and images 
stored, and in many cases created, on a computer, which the computer produces in response to a live 
performer’s actions” (“Live” 107). These descriptions embody the nuance and spontaneity of live 
performance, prefacing the continuing importance of interactivity in performance with multimedial 
elements. Saltz developed a taxonomy outlining twelve relationships between multimedia and 
performance on stage to conceptualise the multitude of ways multimedia was being used and 
realised within stage based performance. The twelfth state in Saltz’s taxonomy, dramatic media, 
describes a multimedia performance when the multimedia interacts dramatically with the characters 
in the narrative (“Live” 127). Dramatic media is a useful description for the interactivity that is 
present in both case studies because central to the development of co-presence is that the 
multimedia must interact with the performance on a multitude of levels in order for it to exist in the 
performance on equal standing with the human performers.  
In Computer Human Interaction (CHI) studies, interactivity can be traced to Andy 
Lippman’s 1980s definition of interaction being “mutual and simultaneous activity on the part of 
both parties” (qtd. in Stone 10). Stone quotes Lippman’s five corollaries of interaction: “mutual 
interruptability,” “graceful degradation,” “limited look-ahead,” “no-default” and the “impression of 
an unlimited data base” (10-11), proposing that interaction implies “two conscious agencies in 
conversation, playfully and spontaneously developing a mutual discourse, taking cues and 
suggestions from each other as they proceed” (11). More recently, multimedia artist and CHI 
theorist Andrew Johnston distinguished three modes of interaction between multimedia and 
performers: instrumental, ornamental and conversational. By creating an interface layer between the 
multimedia and the performers, Johnston generates an intuitive system of interaction between 
performer and system where the performer has access to three modes of interaction with the system 
which exist on a balance-of-power continuum. Instrumental and ornamental interaction are 
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positioned at each end of the continuum, and conversational interaction is the balancing point in the 
middle. Johnson postulates that the performer can inhabit conversational interaction (where the 
system and the performers interact with and affect each other), instrumental interaction (where the 
system is played like an instrument) or ornamental interaction (where the system is in the 
background) (Clarkson and Johnston, “Designing for Conversational Interaction with Interactive 
Dance Works” 15; Johnston, Interview 2013). Using this system Johnston has contributed to the 
creation of immersive interactive dance works where “[t]he dancer appears to be simultaneously 
both controlling the […system…] and being animated by it” (Clarkson and Johnston, “Designing” 
15). Interactivity implies agency and a relationship between the entities. 
A core strategy to developing interactive multimedia performance works is the integration of 
the multimedia into the fabric of the performance. James Gibbs suggests that “[i]f you tech 
something the week before it goes up and you take the tech[nology] out and it still makes sense, 
then what is the point of the tech anyway? The tech must be integrated into the whole creative 
process. Then you can rely on it to carry part of the show” (qtd. in Schechner 52). The multimedia 
must be central to all aspects of the performance outcomes for the multimedia to be believable in its 
integration by the audience. There are many discussions about how multimedia might be integrated 
into performance with interactivity, and what impact this might have. Sean Bacon, Kaye and Saltz 
have each argued that when interactive multimedia is integrated into the fabric of the performance 
and performed live, it takes the role of a live player in different ways (Bacon; Kaye, “Screening”; 
Saltz, “Live”). While these theorists are not referencing each other, a pattern and progression in 
thought is discernible reflecting the current fascination with digital and mediated technologies in 
everyday life, a pattern identified by both early CHI theorists and their contemporaries in theatre 
studies in the 1990s. Generally these discussions examine the relationship between the multimedia 
system and the performance event as opposed to the relationship between the digital and human 
entities on stage. The strategies that Bacon, Kaye and Saltz each use to describe interactivity of 
multimedia and performance are key to my investigation of how multimedia images can interact 
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with human performers. This thesis builds on their work by elaborating on new techniques for 
outlining the connection between the multimedia and the other performers in the system of 
performance making. 
The integration of interactive multimedia into performance works has progressed 
significantly since Saltz’s 2001 critique of the digitally rendered Ariel in The Tempest. Saltz 
articulated that when the multimedia was integrated into the fabric of the performance, “the 
animated Ariel [… became] a full-fledged character in the play” (“Live” 126). When discussing the 
methods New York performance and media ensemble The Builders Association used to integrate 
multimedia into their seminal work SUPERVISION in 2005,25 Kaye stated that “the design of the 
multimedia aspects of the production […found] a voice equal to that of the performer, writer, or 
designer” (“Screening” 557). Contrastingly in 2013 when Bacon analysed his video design work in 
Measure to Measure with Belvior in Sydney, he argued that when the live video was integrated into 
the fabric of the performance the multimedia element operated live in the performance space 
because “each element of the performance was in dialogue with each other” (28). In these examples 
the live technical, mediated entities – both digital and analogue – have been afforded the ability to 
be interactive with the human-like qualities of voice, subjectivity and the ability to communicate 
because they were integrated into the performance. For Saltz, integrating the multimedia into the 
performance allows the digital character equality in the performance. Kaye ostensibly extends this 
by arguing that the multimedia image is integrated because of its development and process, 
affording the multimedia a subjective voice. More recently for Bacon, live video and human 
performers are in dialogue (28): characters (Saltz, “Live” 126) with voice (Kaye, “Screening” 557). 
Bacon, Kaye and Saltz employ different approaches to the integration of interactive multimedia into 
multimedia performance. Their work outlines how multimedia might be integrated into the fabric of 
the performance emphasising the importance of liveness when describing interactive multimedia, 
                                                 25 SUPERVISION was a 2005 work produced by The Builders Association and digital media company dbox. It explores the body in the ‘post-private’ society (The Builders Association). 
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and marks a progression whereby multimedia is afforded the agency and embodiment of the human 
performer.  
A core strategy for integrating the multimedia into the fabric of the performance is the 
ongoing presence of the mediographer from the early stages of creative development. Kaye argued 
that the ongoing presence of the media developers – both sound and visual – in the production of 
SUPERVISION was a key factor in determining the multimedia as a live player in the performance 
space (“Screening” 570). When discussing his work on The Tempest, Saltz similarly stated that the 
multimedia developer was central to the integration of multimedia into performance, through their 
ongoing presence and development of a real-time interactive system (“Live” 108). David Williams, 
one of the devisors of The Table of Knowledge, reiterates this explaining that the multimedia and 
script developed in parallel. For Williams, the multimedia contributed dramaturgically to The Table 
of Knowledge and was an integral aspect of the performance (Williams, Interview 2013). Sean 
Bacon is listed as a devisor and video designer for The Table of Knowledge (The Table of 
Knowledge DVD; version 1.0 The Table of Knowledge, “Program notes” 2); his role was central to 
the development of the form and content of the final performance outcome. In an article about the 
collective devising of the set for The Table of Knowledge, Miranda Heckenberg described the 
multimedia developing “in conversation but autonomously” to the rest of the production (122), 
implying that all aspects of the mise en scène – multimedia, script and performers action – were 
devised, designed and written simultaneously.  
With respect to Encoded, Johnston argued that because the multimedia was designed and 
programmed alongside the choreography, it was integrated into the fabric of the performance and 
integral to the making of the work’s overall meaning (Interview 2013). In describing the centrality 
of the multimedia to the production, he explained that the multimedia developed alongside the 
choreography through a series of dance and media labs and workshops. David Clarkson, the director 
of Encoded, used a palette of interactivity tools and each stream – multimedia, dramaturgy, 
costume, lighting and choreography – had equal importance (Interview 2014). Clarkson, 
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Heckenberg, Johnston and Williams all describe a scenario whereby the multimedia is central to the 
dramaturgical making of meaning in the text because the multimedia is integrated into the 
performance overall. This is essential to their new media dramaturgical approach. The multimedia 
was integral to the form and content of the production and had been invested with the qualities 
required to interact with its human co-performer with presence because the multimedia was 
presented live, balanced liveness and preparedness, and was reliant on the on-going contribution of 
the mediographer.  
While CHI and other computer-based theories were present and influential on multimedia 
performance through the development of multimedia performance theory, they have predominantly 
played out in virtual and cyborg theatre and performance studies.26 Interestingly, these theorists 
often use some aspects of a feminist framework, foreshadowing the subjectivity and object-hood of 
the digital entity. In addition to Johnston’s theory of interactivity, Grayson Cooke’s work in liveness 
within audio-visual performance builds on the work of the early CHI theorists and indicates a 
reconvergence of CHI and theatre studies (“Liveness and the Machine;” “Start Making Sense”). The 
common thread across this convergence is the live application of the multimedia images and 
computer technology – live feed video, virtual performers, robots, cyborgs or computer generated 
imagery – to a unique performance outcome. In these instances the interactivity of the multimedia is 
prefaced by the integration and the liveness of the multimedia images in performance, establishing 
the integral nature of interactivity to the development of co-presence.  
My thesis focuses on a question: if multimedia images can seemingly interact with the 
capacity for spontaneity, intimacy and nuance are they able to interact with presence? My research, 
theatre production, and theatre audience member experience leads me to accept that when the 
multimedia image on screen responds in a moment by moment fashion to the performers and 
performance, it has the potential to be a ‘live’ player in a unique performance event. Because it is 
played live, it is unable to perform “a perfect repetition” (Jaeger 122). The multimedia image 
                                                 26 See the work of Susan Broadhurst, Gabriella Giannachi, Parker-Starbuck and Tracey Warr among others. 
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arguably interacts with the performance in a live fashion because it operates with a balance of 
preparedness and liveness (Cooke, “Liveness” 9-12). If the multimedia has the capacity to act in an 
error-making random fashion it has the capacity to exist in a state of co-presence with the human 
performers because it can interact with presence. To be interactive, the multimedia must be 
integrated into the performance, developed and presented through a real-time interactive system: 
live, pre-programmed and pre-recorded media played in the moment from a variety of sources. The 
real-time interactive system is central to the non-human multimedia image’s ability to be positioned 
to interact with presence. Responding in real-time ensures that the digital image can be developed 
and presented in the moments of the production, balancing liveness and preparedness. A pre-
recorded image played back is divorced from the liveness of the action on stage and operates in the 
performance differently to a multimedia image which is produced live. A live multimedia image can 
interact with presence because it can respond to the intricacies of each performative moment, 
reflecting Phelan’s call for ontologically unique performance events. 
The notion of error making can also be unpacked through the lens of trajectories. In their 
discussion of mixed reality performance Steve Benford and Gabriella Giannachi discuss the 
trajectories of performance, specifically articulating how interactivity between live and mediated 
elements allows space for “embedded or emergent trajectories” of progression through an event by 
the audience, as a way of experiencing the event (14-15). They propose that trajectories “position 
the participant on different points of the mixed reality continuum” (6). While looking at site specific 
interactive journey based events, the concept of trajectories is still an appropriate description for the 
possibilities presented by performances which balance liveness and preparedness because the 
moment by moment decisions made by the entities on stage, not only reinforce the liveness of each 
moment, but offer different experiences, or trajectories for the individual audience members. While 
the concept of trajectories is useful to discussions of the relationship between the live and the 
mediated in multimedia performance, to pursue this further takes my argument in a different 
direction. 
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One of the key aspects of multimedia in performance that determines the possibility of co-
presence is the use of live multimedia. Liveness, especially in a theatrical setting, is hard to 
quantify. ‘Live’ in this thesis refers to instances where content is developed and operated in front of 
audience, not played back from a recording. Generally, discussions of live versus mediated 
performance separate theatre and performance from film, video and television. In contrast my 
project describes stage-based theatre productions that integrate live performance with live mediated 
elements. Historically, liveness in the context of performance has been said to be relevant only in 
relation to the mediated, repeating the opportunity for the original contested dichotomy of live 
performance versus mediated performance. Klich and Scheer summarise two contrasting aspects of 
the live performance versus mediated performance debate, where ‘live’ and ‘mediated’ have been 
posited in opposition to each other (4-5). Steve Wurtzler states that “the categories of live and the 
recorded are defined in a mutually exclusive relationship, in that the notion that of the live is 
premised on the absence of recording and the defining fact that of the recorded is the absence of 
live” (qtd. in Auslander, Liveness 3).  
Auslander indicates that Wurtzler’s argument is reductive and that the opposition between 
live performance and mediatized performance (specifically television) needs to be deconstructed (3) 
focusing instead on the “situation of live performance within [… a] mediatized environment” (10). 
Auslander treats live performance and what he describes as mediatized performance as “parallel 
forms that participate in the same cultural economy” (4) concluding that societally the common 
assumption is that the “live event is ‘real’ […and] mediatized events are secondary […] artificial 
reproductions” (3). Describing large scale sporting events and rock concerts, Auslander argues that 
they, along with live performance, have responded to media saturation by embracing and 
incorporating it as a strategy of survival (6). For Auslander a spectator sitting in the back row of a 
rock concert or sporting event watching the onstage action live on screen “hardly participates” in 
the liveness of the actual event (25) with the immediacy and intimacy of that live event “surviv[ing] 
as television” (36). This begs the question, what is a live performance? Does watching live feed 
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video of an actor on screen mean one is still participating in the liveness of a theatrical 
performance? Is the human present in the action one is watching? The works discussed in this thesis 
are underpinned by the premise that live multimedia interacts with the performers when the two 
‘forms’ are integrated into the one performance outcome watched in its entirety by the audience in a 
form of mixed reality. Both are integral to the performance outcome, the live human performer and 
her live mediated representation. The audience are participating in a contract with the performers, 
either human or non-human, watching a production where both the human and her mediated 
representation are equally foregrounded and ‘real.’ The audience members, while watching the 
virtual and the corporeal, can participate in the liveness of the event. Co-presence between the 
audience and the performers fosters the liveness of the event, where there is a feedback loop of 
responsiveness (Fischer-Lichte 38). Similarly I posit that live responsiveness between mediated 
image and performers is also evidence of co-presence.  
This liveness, including the live operation of the multimedia, is fundamental to its 
integration into the fabric of the performance. Dixon argues that “the new digital mantra real time 
semantically asserts the liveness of computational operation and rendering to the extent of 
privileging it over ordinary, common-or-garden ‘time’” (Digital 537; original emphasis). This 
underpins the importance of the liveness of the technology in developing an interactive relationship 
between multimedia images and human performers. For Kaye, when the media is real-time and 
interactive, it has presence. Borrowing from Cage’s work with interactive music projects, Kaye 
states this explicitly when he quotes Cage: “[y]ou must always play it live, because when it is live it 
gains presence” (qtd. in Kaye, “Screening” 573). The multimedia is able to operate with presence, 
because the multimedia operator plays the cues developed by the multimedia designer/programmer 
live. Because of its liveness, the multimedia has nuance, spontaneity and the capacity to be different 
in each and every performance. The liveness of the multimedia image not only integrates the 
multimedia into the fabric of the performance, but also affords the multimedia the ability to interact 
with presence.  
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A theatrical performance must be seen as a balance of liveness with Cooke’s iteration of 
preparedness (“Liveness” 9). A rehearsed production constantly balances the preparedness of 
rehearsal, blocking, the script and direction with the liveness and nuance of each performative 
moment. This is nowhere more important than in multimedia performance where the multimedia is 
reliant on pre-programmed or pre-prepared computer and media technology. Cooke’s definition of 
live audio-visual (a/v) performance questions the relationship between liveness, with its “associated 
notions of improvisation, spontaneity, singularity and ‘the event,’” and preparedness, or what is 
“programmed, prepared for, pre-arranged or composed” (“Liveness” 9). When discussing live 
multimedia performance outcomes that are reliant on highly programmed and technical multimedia 
elements – and executed live – it is integral to discuss a balance between liveness and preparedness 
in order to understand the mechanics of how the ability to interact with presence might be assigned 
to the multimedia image. Both the liveness and preparedness must be successfully integrated into 
the performance for an interactive relationship between multimedia images and human performers 
to develop, engendering the development of a space in-between and resultant subjectivity of the 
multimedia image. The audience are engaged with the performance outcome because traditional 
theatre devices – risk, humanity, narrative and potential for error – are heightened and reinforced by 
the integration of multimedial elements. When discussing real-time in relation to live music and 
visual performance events, Cooke explains that “live media performance is premised on a dialectic 
between control and uncontrol” (“Start” 200). Video jockey (VJ) theorist and artist Andrew 
Bucksbarg argues that the implementation of media in a real-time situation is a “balance between 
intent and accident” (qtd. in Cooke, “Start” 200). In addressing how the multimedia images might 
strike a balance between control / uncontrol, preparedness / liveness, and intent / accident, I can 
explore further how the mediated representation of the human performer transpires to be assigned 
the ability to interact with nuance and spontaneity in Chapters Two and Three. 
Discussing the role of control or preparedness in the implementation of uncontrol or liveness 
in multimedia performance again shifts the debate beyond live performance versus mediated 
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performance into one of integration and interactivity where multimedia images interact with human 
performers in the one unique performance outcome. Cooke expands on the importance of the 
relationship between liveness and preparedness in instances of live a/v, and deconstructs the binary 
of preparedness and liveness to argue instead for the role of preparedness in the liveness of an 
electronic system (“Liveness” 12); for Cooke preparedness informs liveness. While Cooke is 
describing improvised live music and a/v events a similar scenario applies in a rehearsed 
multimedia performance. In a rehearsed live performance, the script, multimedia and choreography 
are first prepared and rehearsed in advance (preparedness/control) and then are executed live in 
each performance (liveness/uncontrol). The relationships and live interaction between all bodies on 
stage hold the potential for differences in the liveness and nuance of each performative moment. 
Operation and presentation of the multimedia live in real-time – with a balance of preparedness and 
liveness – is integral to the multimedia image’s ability to interact with presence in multimedia 
performance. A balance of preparedness and liveness allows for the moments of nuance where 
uniqueness can be afforded to a live performance event.  
In theatre (and dance theatre) there is generally the same, or similar, script, prompt copy, cue 
sheets, blocking, choreography and overall mise en scène for each performance. Nevertheless, there 
is room for unpredictability in each moment. The performers and operators prepare for these 
moments; it is a ‘promise’ of presence, whereby the promise is central to the contract of liveness 
between audience and performer and the singularity of each event is in assigning the authenticity to 
each moment, and “[p]erformance promises to be the present, promises to be [the] unrepeatable 
presentation” (Reason qtd. in Cooke, “Liveness” 17). In unpacking the balance between liveness 
and preparedness in the case studies, I detail in Chapters Two and Three how the live multimedia 
image is able to operate with nuance and presence because the preparation (programming, rehearsal 
and choreography) has established a protocol for the liveness of each performance (operation, 
performance and movement).  
--- 
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Not unlike presence, the integration of all digital and human elements into a unique 
performance event relies on the articulation of digital and human entities in a state of becoming. 
When they exist in a state of becoming, the human performer and multimedia image are able to be 
integrated into the performance in way that results in a performance environment which exists 
beyond the dichotomy of live performance versus mediated performance. In integrated multimedia 
performance – where the humans and their digital counterparts are onstage together – the 
subjectivity of the multimedia image is dependent on its counterpart, the human performer. 
Furthermore the human performer and her digital representation encompass the space in-between 
from which their subjectivity emerges. In turn, this space in-between, or matrixial space, is reliant 
on the integration and interactivity of all elements in the relationship. By describing the relationship 
between the multimedia and human performer in this way, I demonstrate how integral both entities 
are to the development of production and performance in interactive multimedia performances. 
When the multimedia images are produced live in the moment of performance, each incarnation 
within a performance event represents a new becoming for each performative moment and a new 
potential of an ontologically unique performance event. By demonstrating that the multimedia 
images are engendered with the agency and embodiment to interact with presence I can describe a 
performance state where the parties perceive each other, communicate and interact. This institutes 
presence and the possible ‘enactment’ of co-presence. 
This chapter has identified a series of systems by which live multimedia can be engendered 
to exist in a state of co-presence with its human co-performers. To be generated into a co-present 
relationship, the multimedia image must be integrated into the fabric of the performance; be 
developed and implemented in a real-time interactive system; actively contribute to the 
dramaturgical development of the production; engage in each performative moment with nuance, 
intimacy and spontaneity; balance liveness and preparedness; have the agency to cause an effect on 
the performance outcome and have an embodied connection with the human of which it is a 
representation. Presenting the media in a real-time interactive system lends presence to the media, 
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allowing it to operate with spontaneity and charisma, affording it the ability to interact. The 
multimedia contributes to the dramaturgical development of the production and interacts with the 
performers equally in the making of meaning in real-time. Invested in the development of the 
performance from the first stages of creative development, through rehearsal, to the public 
performance it is dramatic media (Saltz, “Live” 126). Through informing the ‘meaning making’ of 
the performance text multimedia elements are able to function in the performance space with 
presence. In a performance with real-time integrated multimedia, not only can the multimedia 
operate in a moment by moment fashion, it is central to the meaning making of those moments. In 
Chapters Two and Three I analyse The Table of Knowledge by version 1.0 and Encoded by Stalker, 
assessing their application of mechanisms outlined above to gain a deeper understanding of the 
relationships that exist between multimedia images and human performers on our increasingly 
mediatised stages. 
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Chapter 2 – The Table of Knowledge: The Agency to Interact with Presence 
 
The balloons were live [on] camera but because they weren’t human it didn’t 
automatically occur to me [that they were live. As a performer] I’ll act with a 
flapping curtain; I will endow anything I am working with [with] agency without 
working too hard at it. […For] the makers that were involved with the network of all 
of these things […] there is a kind of acceptance that they all have agency like 
puppets have agency. (Taylor) 
 
In Chapter One I proposed that co-presence can be achieved between multimedia images and 
human performers when the multimedia is integrated into the fabric of the performance through the 
implementation of a real-time interactive system. I argue in Chapter Two that by developing a real-
time multimedia interactive system, version 1.0 have designated projected images with the agency 
to interact with presence. Liveness ascribes the multimedia image with presence when the images 
and performers are engendered with simultaneity in a “space-time” environment (Power 3). To 
achieve presence, the entities must be live and able to exert an effect on each other and their 
environment. Using The Table of Knowledge by version 1.0 as a case study, this chapter investigates 
whether virtual and corporeal performing entities – multimedia image and human performer – are 
immediately available to each other, interact within the same spatial and temporal location, and 
cause an effect on each other and the overall performance. In doing so, their capacity for co-
presence can be established.  
I analyse two scenes from The Table of Knowledge: “The Table of Knowledge”27 and 
“Zanotto and the Con Men,” examining how version 1.0 used live feed video and ChromaKey 
                                                 
27 The title of the scene “The Table of Knowledge” refers to the table for which the entire play was named. 
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technology to establish spatio-temporal co-location and interactivity, bringing about collaboration 
between all parties. Before I analyse how version 1.0 established co-presence between human 
performers and multimedia images, I introduce and describe the background, plot, set and 
multimedia design of The Table of Knowledge. Subsequently I build my case for the importance of 
agency in assigning presence to a non-human entity, and the resultant co-presence. With this chapter 
I extend the scholarly conversation beyond the binary of live and mediated performance, into 
discussions of the interactivity between the live and the mediated in performance using a 
contemporary Australian example. This results in the establishment of new frames of viewing for 
spectators, new strategies of performance development for practitioners and new structures of 
analysis for scholars. Each of these points explores and extends the dynamics of the relationship 
between multimedia images and their human co-performers in performance. 
As noted previously, one outcome of an entity having agency is to cause an effect on 
someone or something (d’Inverno and Luck 255). Furthermore, agency is useful to describe an 
entity’s willingness to interact where “two agencies [are] in conversation, playfully and 
spontaneously developing a mutual discourse” (Stone 11). Analysis of the ChromaKey and live 
video system in The Table of Knowledge was undertaken to reveal how version 1.0 assigned 
multimedia images with the agency to interact with human performers with presence. The 
multimedia system developed by version 1.0 was performatively, technically and dramaturgically 
complicated. The real-time interactive system involved a detailed interweaving of factors revolving 
around the real-time operation and implementation of the text, blocking and multimedia which was 
reliant on the collaboration of a large number of parties. The effective realisation of these scenes 
was dependent upon the multimedia image on screen being afforded the agency to interact with 
presence by the actions of the whole performance company. I undertook performance analysis of 
The Table of Knowledge, supplemented with open-ended interviews with two performer/devisors, 
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Dr. Yana Taylor and Dr. David Williams.28 Working with version 1.0 in 2011 as full time production 
manager, I was production/stage manager for the premiere season of The Table of Knowledge in 
Wollongong, which was co-produced with Merrigong Theatre Company.29 My performance analysis 
included tracking the uses and applications of multimedia from both video documentation and my 
experience of the first season and a performance in Sydney in early 2012. My departure from 
version 1.0 is now sufficiently distant that I can analyse The Table of Knowledge with a critical 
detachment. My experience, coupled with my detailed performance analysis, has given me a deep 
understanding of the production.  
Collectively producing ensemble work, the version 1.0 company was in operation from 1998 
to 2014. Through their mission of “investigating and also enacting democracy” (version 1.0, version 
1.0 n. pag.), version 1.0 developed a number of the large scale multimedia performances based on 
topical contemporary public events. Using interviews, newspaper articles, and court and other 
official documents and transcripts, version 1.0 would collaboratively develop a script over a series 
of creative development stages (n. pag.). Well known in Sydney and Australia for their “innovative 
emit” (Brooker, n. pag.),30 the team working on script development generally consisted of 
performer/devisors and a video or sound designer/devisor, ensuring that the sound or video was 
central to the development of the work. A lighting and sound or video designer was then added to 
the performance development team; version 1.0 did not use set and costume designers and the 
creative team developed the scenography collectively. version 1.0’s work was devised, developed 
and rehearsed without a director, instead making use of a dramaturg or ‘outside eye’ which 
Heckenberg argues contributed to the general aesthetic of the company (115). 
                                                 28 David Williams and Yana Taylor were both long-term members of version 1.0. Taylor is currently a lecturer in performance studies at Monash University in Melbourne and Williams is an associate at the University of Sydney, working in the areas of multimedia and documentary theatre and performance. Williams was also an external critical reader of an early draft of my first chapter, as a part of the requirements for mid-candidature milestone; Taylor provided critical feedback on a later draft of the same chapter. All devisors of The Table of Knowledge were invited to participate in interviews, but only Taylor and Williams agreed.  29 Wollongong is a large industrial city just south of Sydney of the NSW central coast. 30 Brooker stated in his review of the touring production of The Table of Knowledge he saw in South Australia that this remit was possibly “in need of renewal” because of technical glitches and “over familiarity undermined the […] impact” of the technical innovations (n. pag.).  
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Progressing through many collaborative stages, seven devisors worked across the making of 
The Table of Knowledge. These stages included research and development with a public showing, 
further creative work and a five week rehearsal with a two week season in the Gordon Theatre at the 
Illawarra Performing Arts Centre in Wollongong. After that season sold out, the production was 
extended for a further five shows. The Table of Knowledge returned for Sydney and Wollongong 
seasons in 2012, and a regional Australian tour – including Wollongong – in 2013. The video 
designer Sean Bacon operated video for the performance and was invested in the creative process 
from the beginning; as Heckenberg notes he was a key contributor to the development of the work 
overall (122-126). After the first season performers and video operator were at times replaced. 
The Table of Knowledge was a response to the 2008 New South Wales Independent 
Commission Against Corruption (ICAC)31 investigation into allegations of corruption in the 
Wollongong City Council. Following the “the lascivious dealings” (Shand n. pag.) of town planner 
Beth Morgan, The Table of Knowledge explored a development scandal that enveloped Wollongong 
between 2003 and 2006 and the subsequent ICAC investigation which resulted in the sacking of the 
entire elected city council in 2007 and 2008. With a plot involving corrupt city council workers, 
councillors, developers and con men, love, sex, bribes and corruption, version 1.0 cleverly framed 
the events of the enquiry. The production began with an introduction to corruption in local 
government areas. This was interrupted by a local volunteer actor playing an ‘official’ who served a 
‘writ’ to stop the performance and the performers and video operator all left the theatre. A video 
played of the performers bribing the ‘official’ and then the cast re-entered to the sound of “We Built 
This City” by Starship and flashing lights. Mega Block Maxi bricks32 rained down from the ceiling 
and the performers danced to the front of the stage.  
Using the ICAC enquiry to form an overall structure, version 1.0 then began to switch 
between time and space, using performative, technical and dramaturgical strategies to regularly shift 
                                                 31 The New South Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption is a New South Wales government agency which investigates allegations of corruption in all levels of New South Wales Government (ICAC, “About”).  32 Mega Blok Maxi bricks are similar to Lego Duplo.  
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between the complicated series of events in 2003-6, the enquiry in 2008 and the current day. version 
1.0 used the lens of the ICAC enquiry to elaborate on events that occurred in the past. Using a real-
time interactive ChromaKey and live video system, the production successfully integrated engaging 
combinations of multimedia into the fabric of the performance. The performers were constantly on 
stage, and their remediated representations dominated the screen based imagery, resulting in the 
human being restored to what might be viewed as a performance overshadowed by multimedia in a 
play that was saturated with the human. 
Set in a number of locations across Wollongong and Sydney, The Table of Knowledge 
included scenographic representations of the ‘Level 10’ office of Rod Oxley general manager of 
Wollongong City Council, the Northgate Fuel car park overlooking Wollongong, a television studio, 
ICAC enquiry rooms and locations where a number of meetings the parties involved allegedly in 
the scandal took place including the North Beach Kebab Shop and the Nonabel Restaurant and Café 
(referred to locally as Nonabel’s Bakery). Heckenberg describes in great detail how the design for 
The Table of Knowledge was developed collaboratively. She specifically outlines that video 
designer Bacon contributed to the development of the set and design through the delivery of 
technical requirements, specifications and limitations, on top of his dramaturgical and creative 
contributions (126).  
The set of The Table of Knowledge in Sydney and Wollongong was a two metre high 
platform positioned along the back wall running the full width of the stage. Underneath of the 
platform was exposed, except for one section at the right end where a square, white, rear projection 
surface was attached. In the second half of the performance, a blue screen was attached to the front 
of the far left side of the platform in front of the table. Two front projection screens sat one third out 
from the back of the platform and ran from the far left to the right ending above the white screen. 
These two screens were projected on individually, together, and the images also traversed between 
the two with projected images moving between the screens. The area on the far right of the platform 
was bare, and a ladder was attached allowing Williams, the actor playing Oxley, access to the 
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platform. This area, and in front of the screens represented Rod Oxley’s office, Level 10; only he 
occupied this space (see Fig. 2.1). 
 Fig. 2.1 Sean Bacon, Arky Michael, Kym Vercoe, Jane Phegan and David Williams on the set of The Table of Knowledge. Video still from documentation by Samuel James and Cindy Rodriguez, August 2011. 
On the floor in front of the left side of the platform was a green square. On the green square 
a white table was positioned to face the audience at a slight angle. There were up to five white 
plastic chairs around the table and in act 2 of the production, a tower built of Mega Blok Maxi 
bricks was attached to the centre of the table. The table represented ‘the table of knowledge,’ a 
metaphor for a table really located outside North Beach Kebab Shop, a shop renowned in 
Wollongong for being the location of regular meetings between allegedly corrupt Wollongong city 
councillors, council officers and local developers. The ‘table’ was at the centre of the scandal, the 
enquiry and the production. Physically the table served a variety of purposes and was strong enough 
to withstand an actor’s weight but light enough to be easily carried by one person. Mega Blok Maxi 
bricks in red, yellow, green and blue were scattered as props across the stage from high in the roof 
early in the first act through a drop mechanism (see Fig. 2.1). 
The video was operated from the left side of stage, in full view of the audience. Lit by the 
glow of his computers, the video operator’s human presence was a vital visible reminder that the 
multimedia was being operated live. In front of the video operator was a video camera on a camera 
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crane. The video operator moved onstage to manipulate the camera on the crane a number of times 
during the performance. There was also a camera positioned in the roof which focused on the green 
square on the floor. Sound and lighting were operated from the rear of the auditorium and the side 
and rear walls of the stage were fully exposed with no masking devices or curtains. When 
performers were not onstage, they sat visibly in the wings and only exited the stage fully when they 
needed to make a costume change or to collect a prop. Four of the actors performed from within the 
ranks of the audience. 
During The Table of Knowledge the performer/devisors played a variety of characters, 
including themselves, and at times were captured on a live feed camera with their virtual 
representation projected on screen. When a representation of a performer’s character was present on 
screen virtually through the live feed video, the human performer was always on stage (see Fig. 1.2 
and Fig. 2.2). I refer to the corporeal human performer by their name and the character they played, 
and virtual image on screen by the name of the character. For example, Arky Michael playing Frank 
Vellar is referred to as Michael/Vellar. The simultaneous virtual representation of his character on 
screen is named Vellar. This naming of the two separately identifies the two distinct entities, one 
corporeal or human and one virtual or non-human. This illustrated the multifaceted nature of the 
relationships that exist between multimedia images and human performers and explains the 
identification of tiered identities that might be afforded the subjectivity when an audience is 
presented with a doubling of the character: corporeal human performer, and virtual mediated 
representation.  
The video projection in The Table of Knowledge created an immersive integrated 
multimedial environment. The digital media, consisting of pre-recorded video, still images, 
computer generated imagery, plus live video feed, blue and green screen ChromaKey technology 
and two live camera feeds ran almost constantly on at least one of the five projection surfaces. The 
background still images and computer-generated moving images on the rear screens represented 
Oxley’s development dream for Wollongong and included a series of city-scape stylised 
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architectural drawings. There were also large blocks of colour which referenced the palette of the 
Mega Blok Maxi bricks: red, yellow, green and blue. An occasional location-pertinent photo or 
video – including buildings, car parks and the beach – were mixed through and over each other. The 
background imagery was arguably a “video wallpaper” backdrop to the live action on screen and 
stage (Taylor).  
Live cameras projected close-ups of the performers onto the screens. Video designer and 
devisor Bacon used these live camera feeds in conjunction with ChromaKey technology to replace 
the background with locations specific to the play. There were two ChromaKey screens. The first 
was the green square on the floor, and the second the blue screen introduced to the front of the 
platform at interval. Two flat screen televisions were hung at the front of each side of the stage, and 
featured rolling text that introduced the characters on stage and prompted audience responses with 
directions including ‘applause’ and ‘boo,’ similar to prompt screens used for a live television studio 
audience. A small screen on the front of the platform held projections of location-specific images 
including the Northgate Fuel car park, waves on the beach, blocks of colour, and supporting the 
imagery on the two screens above the platform.  
When used, the live feed video and ChromaKey real-time interactive system displayed 
alternate virtual locations for the action on stage. Supplementary images and video footage of 
beaches, buildings, and car parks firmly set the performance in the time and place of what was 
being described in the inquiry (2003-2006). Architectural/CAD-style drawings projected onto the 
large screens represented Oxley’s proposed future for Wollongong. Finally, the direct address, live 
video and exposed mechanics of the production grounded the liveness of the production in the 
present moment. These elements all integrated the multimedia into the fabric of the performance 
and a heightened sense of performativity and reiterated the liveness of the multimedia’s production. 
The two examples of multimedia that I discuss in this chapter involve the use of live feed 
video and ChromaKey technology implemented through a real-time interactive system. For Taylor 
the ChromaKey performed a narrative role and illustrated “the bizarreness of the split worlds [and] 
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the multiple trajectories that were going on simultaneously in time. […] It create[ed] another, and 
other frame of time” (Taylor). The “intimate weave” of the ChromaKey and the rapid changes in the 
text allowed the convention of multiple time lines in a short period of time and the possibility of 
simultaneous multiple temporal and spatial narratives (Taylor). For Taylor and Williams, the video 
was used as a device to solve problems that emerged in the devising process and ensured the 
audience had the tools to read the fast-paced shifts between locations and time that were 
fundamental to the production (Taylor; Williams, Interview 2013). While the ChromaKey and live 
video system was essential to the narrative and dramaturgy of the work, the background imagery 
was supportive video wallpaper.  
The Table of Knowledge relied on its integrated multimedia for the dramatic reality to make 
sense. This included providing the audience with the lexicon to read spatial and temporal locations, 
the hyper-performativity of some of the characters and the intimacy between the corporeal and 
virtual characters in the overall production; within the scope of this project I could only focus on 
two scenes and one form of technology. The use of live video and ChromaKey in The Table of 
Knowledge was, by and large, a clear example of the multimedia image and performer being spatio-
temporally co-located and interactive. I argue that the multimedia images were assigned the agency, 
or the ability to generate an effect on the performers (d’Inverno and Luck 255). This ensured that 
the multimedia was able to inhabit a space of co-presence, or “being with” with its human co-
performers because it interacted with presence through clever choreography and video operation. In 
the remainder of this chapter, I explore how the capacity for co-presence was evidenced in the 
scenes “The Table of Knowledge” and “Zanotto and The Con Men” through an analysis of the 
systems of co-presence outlined in Chapter One. I delineate the strategies that were used by version 
1.0 to develop co-presence where the multimedia image was assigned the agency to interact with 
presence.  
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“The Table of Knowledge” 
The final scene in act 1, “The Table of Knowledge” explores in detail the nature and 
corruptness of the relationship between developer Frank Vellar and Wollongong Council’s General 
Manager Rod Oxley. I analyse how version 1.0 established an interactive relationship between 
multimedia images and human performers. By addressing spatio-temporal co-location between the 
virtual images in the first part of the scene I can account for the relationship the images had with the 
human performers they were a representations of. Furthermore, through an examination of the later 
part of the scene – where a virtual character interacted with a human performer – I argue that the 
audience accepted the dramatic reality of the production and were able to assign the multimedia 
images the subjectivity and agency required to interact with presence. In order to outline how 
version 1.0 established a mutually accessible relationship between human performers and 
multimedia images in this scene, I must also analyse how the agency to interact with presence is 
afforded through a balance of liveness and preparedness. 
The scene began with Frank Vellar, played by Arky Michael, and council planning officer 
Beth Morgan, played by Kym Vercoe, having coffee at North Beach Kebab Shop. The audience had 
already learnt that Morgan and Vellar were in an intimate relationship, and that Morgan was 
processing Vellar’s development application to build high rise resorts and shopping complexes in 
various Wollongong locations. The table was on its side, and Michael/Vellar and Vercoe/Morgan 
were ‘sitting’ on their chairs, which were lying on the ChromaKey green floor. The live camera 
positioned above captured their images, which were projected onto the screen behind them. The left 
screen contained a photographic collage of the neon sign from North Beach Kebab Shop. In the 
transition into the scene, the video designer and operator used ChromaKey technology to insert a 
photo of the neon sign from the North Beach Kebab Shop into the background, placing the 
performers in the relevant location (see Fig. 2.2). The audience could see the performers having a 
cup of coffee at North Beach Kebab Shop. Heckenberg states that turning the table on its side 
“allow[s] the gag of council planning officer Beth Morgan and developer Frank Vellar to be seen 
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playing ‘footsies’ at North Beach Kebabs” (123), arguing this ‘horizontal world’ was central to 
Bacon’s background imagery (122).  
 Fig. 2.2 Arky Michael playing Frank Vellar and Kym Vercoe playing Beth Morgan ‘sitting’ at the table of knowledge. Michael and Vercoe were captured by a camera above them and the live feed video was simultaneously projected onto the screen above. Photo by Heidrun Löhr, August 2011. 
Michael and Vercoe were on their chairs and the camera in the roof picked them up ‘front 
on’ to the audience (see Fig. 2.2). The audience’s view of Vellar and Morgan and Michael/Vellar and 
Vercoe/Morgan was doubled. They could see the legs of corporeal actors Michael/Vellar and 
Vercoe/Morgan sticking out over the bases of the chairs. Concurrently on screen the audience could 
see the full body, front-on mediated representation of Vellar and Morgan virtually onscreen. Able to 
see both the virtual and the corporeal, the audience were presented with two different viewpoints of 
the same action within the one frame of reference. While they could, they did not have to choose 
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which aspect of the action to watch and could participate in the liveness of the event, no matter 
what they were watching, live actor, or live mediated representation. Doubling the characters 
reinforced the ‘theatricality’ of the action; “the audience [… could] see from the side and through 
the video and they […could] see straight on in real-time gravity” (Taylor). This afforded a frame of 
viewing to the audience that was singular, but also fractured as the space in-between the digital and 
the human was prefaced.  
Simultaneously, Rod Oxley played by David Williams was in his office in “Level 10,” 
standing beside the screens to the far stage right on top of the platform. Yana Taylor and Jane 
Phegan – interchangeably playing the characters of two court officials from the ICAC hearing, Noel 
Hemmings QC for ICAC (Ely-Harper n. pag.) and The Commissioner, ICAC Commissioner the 
Honourable Jerrold Cripps QC (Independent Commission Against Corruption, New South Wales, 
Report on an Investigation into Corruption Allegations Affecting Wollongong City Council 3) – 
cross-examined Vellar, Morgan and Oxley from the audience.33 This concurrently set the scene of 
the ICAC enquiry room and the human performers and their virtual representations were in multiple 
locations.  
In this first part of the scene, Phegan/Hemmings and Taylor/Commissioner cross-examined 
Michael/Vellar and Vercoe/Morgan about the intricacies of their relationship. When being 
questioned, both faced the audience. In contrast when they were engaging in intimate dialogue, they 
faced each other and played ‘footsies’ under the table. Their intimate gestures and physical 
interaction eventuated in handholding between Morgan and Vellar which the audience saw only on 
screen. Thanks to the live feed camera above them, the audience members saw this performance 
simultaneously in what Yana Taylor described as the horizontal gravity world (footsies) and the 
real-time screen world (hand-holding), splitting the frame of viewing for the audience.  
                                                 33 The verbatim text from Noel Hemmings and ICAC Commissioner The Honourable Jerrold Cripps QC was assigned in the script with some interchangeability amongst the performers who were speaking it. In general, Jane Phegan was assigned Noel Hemmings’ text, and Yana Taylor The Commissioner’s. To this end I refer to the performer/characters as Phegan/Hemmings and Taylor/Commissioner. In the script, Hemmings was shortened to HEMM and the Commissioner to COMM. David Williams, or the actor playing Rod Oxley, also played the Commissioner at the end of the play. 
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The doubling of the representations of the characters within an integrated point of view for 
the audience multiplied the spatial and temporal realities. Returning to my argument in Chapter One 
that the doubling of characters affords them subjectivity, the subjectivity of the on-screen character 
was produced because the audience saw both the human performer and their digital representation, 
making a connection between them. The audience viewed the connection between physical and 
digital because they could see both in reference to each other. In contrast to the sporting events 
described by Auslander where the realness is apparent in the screen based iteration (Liveness 36), 
the audience here were faced both the live and the mediated representations within the one (if 
fractured) frame of reference. The audience could participate in the liveness, because the live, the 
mediated and the live mediated were staged equally for the audience in the form and content of the 
production. This resulted in the digital multimedia image being fostered as subject, not object 
because the audience believed in the dramatic reality of the production. 
In addition to producing the possibility of subjectivity in the multimedia images, viewing the 
scenes through multiple frames of reference (screen and stage) created intimacy between the human 
and non-human entities for the audience. In turn the intimacy established a lexicon for the audience 
to read the conventions used by the company for the scenes with live video and ChromaKey.34 The 
multiple frames of viewing heightened the emotions in both the screen and physical worlds for the 
audience and the performers, developing a depth to the characters that would not otherwise be 
available. Through the audience’s front on view, the images on screen were perceivably a public as 
opposed to private face. Michael/Vellar and Vercoe/Morgan represented this intimacy with lines 
based on email transcripts from the ICAC investigation and physical gestures. This view was 
doubled with the physical intimacy of Michael/Vellar and Vercoe/Morgan playing ‘footsies’ under 
the table and the virtual intimacy seen through hand-holding on screen.  
By viewing this intimacy through the multiple frames of viewing, the audience had access to 
a doubled subjectivity of the characters, which, as I discussed in Chapter One creates a space in-
                                                 34 Grayson Cooke argues that audiences of multimedia and audio/visual need to be educated in the lexicon of the performance form in order for it to make sense (“Start Making Sense” 195). 
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between, or a space of within and without which exists between performers and their mediated 
doubles (Kuburovic, “Collapsing” 40; Masura 38). The relationship between the physical and the 
virtual characters was clear and the audience could see the relationship between the movement of 
the physical human performer and corresponding movements of her mediated representation on 
screen. They were accessible to each other in a way that the audience understood, and the human 
and non-human representations of the characters temporally and spatially inhabited the same 
location – North Beach Kebab Shop. They were spatio-temporally co-located. Establishing the 
relationship between the human and the virtual representation afforded the audience the tools to 
read the interactivity of the second part of the scene. 
 Fig. 2.3 The virtual Frank Vellar having coffee with the corporeal David Williams/Rod Oxley at Nonabel’s Bakery. Michael is sitting at the table also pictured in Fig. 2.2 and the background has been changed using ChromaKey to Nonabel's Bakery. Photo by Heidrun Löhr, August 2011. 
Part way through the scene, Vercoe/Morgan exited and the scene transitioned to Nonabel’s 
Bakery. At this point the mediated Vellar sitting at the table was transported to have coffee with 
corporeal Williams/Oxley. The audience accepted the relationship between the virtual and physical 
from the earlier part of this scene and were positioned to accept an interactive relationship between 
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the virtual character Vellar and the corporeal character Oxley. In this transition, the live feed virtual 
image of Vellar on the right hand screen shifted to the left hand screen, and the background changed 
to video from Nonabel’s Bakery. Williams/Oxley, who was standing on the raised platform in front 
of the screen, pulled out a chair from behind the screen and sat in front of the image of the chair left 
behind by Vercoe/Morgan at the table (see Fig. 2.3). Phegan/Hemmings continued to question 
Williams/Oxley throughout this scene.  
The concurrent co-location of the image body of Vellar with the Williams/Oxley was 
collaboratively constructed technically, performatively and through narrative and dramaturgical 
intention by the whole company. Leading into the transition from North Beach Kebab Shop and 
Nonabel’s Bakery was the following text: 
HEMM. You attended Nonabel’s Bakery, Flinders Street North Wollongong at 9 am on the 
13th of January 2005? 
OXLEY. Yes. 
HEMM. The only person present was Mr. Vellar. 
OXLEY. Yes. 
(The Table of Knowledge DVD 46:18 – 46:29) 
In the scene were the following temporal and spatial references: 
HEMM. Did you have a meeting with Mr. Vellar on 10th February 2005 at the Centro 
Ristorante and Bar?  
(46:52 – 46:59) 
HEMM. Tenth of February – that was lunch was it?  
(47:00 – 47:03) 
HEMM. Fourth of May 2005 – that was lunch again at Mr. Vellar’s request? 
(47:07 – 47:12) 
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These spatio-temporal markers culminate in a final reference to Nonabel’s Bakery: 
HEMM. Twelfth of August 2006, no, that’s not a lunch, pass over to 21st September 2006, 
Nonabel’s Bakery, no other person present.  
(47:15 – 47:23) 
Temporal and spatial references from these sections of text situated the characters within two 
timelines: that of the enquiry, and that of the events the enquiry described. The rapid-fire 
questioning of Williams/Oxley by Phegan/Hemmings within the frame of the enquiry 
performatively established Vellar and Williams/Oxley at a variety of meetings between 2005 and 
2006 at locations including Nonabel’s Bakery.  
Temporally Phegan’s delivery of Hemmings’ lines simultaneously positioned Williams on 
the stand at the ICAC enquiry in 2008 and the scene’s location at Nonabel’s Bakery. Virtual Vellar 
was temporally co-located with the corporeal Williams/Oxley. The live on screen image of Vellar 
was a direct real-time representation of Michael/Vellar. The liveness and embodied subjectivity of 
Vellar was constituted through the delivery of the Phegan/Hemmings text, the presentation of the 
image of Vellar at Nonabel’s through the ChromaKey and live video feed technology, the operator’s 
timing in triggering the multimedia transition, and the performativity of the three human 
performers, Michael, Williams and Phegan. The multimedia image of Vellar could respond to 
textual signs and signifiers from Williams/Oxley which temporally and spatially co-located the 
corporeal and virtual characters.  
In close spatial proximity, the live feed image of Vellar and the physical body of 
Williams/Oxley were meeting at Nonabel’s Bakery. Because the mediated Vellar was spatially co-
located with the physical body of Williams/Oxley, in what Zhao would describes as electronic 
proximity, they existed in a state of virtual co-presence (447-8). Michael/Vellar at the table on the 
stage was in proximal distance or “naked or normal sense” (447) range of Williams/Oxley, ensuring 
corporeal co-presence. In describing his experience of this section, Williams explains he could see 
both Michael/Vellar lying at the table on the stage and Vellar sitting at the table on the screen behind 
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him. Michael/Vellar and Vellar were in physical (corporeal), and electronic (virtual) proximity to 
Williams/Oxley respectively. There was a size discrepancy, but the audience were willing to believe 
this spatial arrangement to be one of proximity and Vellar and Williams/Oxley were having the 
coffee at Nonabel’s Bakery. The virtual mediated image was spatially co-located with the physical 
human character because the corporeal proximity of Michael/Vellar and Williams/Oxley fostered. 
This established the virtual proximity of Vellar to Williams/Oxley. I propose that because the digital 
and the human were spatio-temporally co-located they were in a position to be mutually accessible 
if they could enter the relationship with the intent to interact.  
Significant in my assessment of the capacity for the mediated Vellar’s ability to exist in a 
state of co-presence is the extent to which the mediated Vellar could be assigned the agency to 
interact with human Williams/Oxley with presence. Similar for any performance, for the transition 
from North Beach Kebab Shop to Nonabel’s Bakery to be performed in such a way that the live 
mediated image of Vellar could interact with human Williams/Oxley, the key players were reliant on 
a number of textual cues which realised a complex interweaving of dramaturgical, performative and 
technical strategies, each leaving room for mistakes and error: 
OXLEY. My recollection is Mr. Vellar rings, says wouldn’t mind having a cup of coffee 
with you at Nonabel’s. And I said yes. 
[Oxley turned and picked up a chair from behind the screen.] 
HEMM. Yes. Did you have a meeting with Mr. Vellar on 10th February 2005 at Centro 
Ristorante and Bar? 
[Oxley placed chair in front of screen. The image of Vellar moved screens and the 
background changed to Nonabel’s. Oxley gestured hello to the ‘approaching’ Vellar.] 
OXLEY. Yes. 
[Oxley sat and Vellar gestured hello to Williams.] 
HEMM. Tenth of February that was lunch was it?   
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(46:52 – 47:03) 
The agency of the Vellar in this scene was established through the integrated action of the six key 
players in this transition: Michael/Vellar on the floor, Williams/Oxley on level 10, 
Phegan/Hemmings in the audience, virtual Vellar on screen, the video operator on the side of the 
stage and the video design and programming by Bacon.  
Phegan delivered her line in response to Williams/Oxley’s, “And I said yes.” At the same 
time Williams needed to turn behind the screen to get the chair, gesture hello to the image of Vellar 
and sit, committing at the correct moment to be sitting when the background changed. 
Williams/Oxley’s “Yes,” to Phegan/Hemmings question about Centro Ristorante and Bar, indicated 
to Michael that he had sat down, and it was the time for Vellar to gesture hello. Vellar’s gesture of 
hello established Williams/Oxley and Vellar having coffee at Nonabel’s through their spatio-
temporal co-location and interaction. Performing from the audience, Phegan/Hemmings had the 
only clear view of all parties in this exchange: Williams/Oxley, Vellar on screen, Michael/Vellar on 
the floor and the video operator. She was able to deliver her text to interact with the performance of 
all three, ensuring that Williams/Oxley had time to get his chair and sit. The video operator had a 
clear goal in this scene. Relying on the textual interchange between Williams/Oxley and 
Phegan/Hemmings, he needed to shift Vellar to Nonabel’s Bakery in time for Vellar to have coffee 
with Williams/Oxley.  
Achieving a balance of what Grayson Cooke describes as control/preparedness and 
uncontrol/liveness (Cooke, “Start” 200; Cooke “Liveness” 9), Bacon programmed a series of cues 
into Isadora in his role of video designer. Isadora is a video presentation program developed by 
Mark Conigilo specifically for use with dance theatre productions with live video based multimedia 
elements. The video operator then triggered these prepared cues and the live feed video of Vellar 
transitioned from one projector to another and the digital character moved across the screens from 
left to right in response to action on stage. Through the ChromaKey technology the background still 
image of the North Beach Kebab Shop sign changed to the looped video footage from across the 
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street of Nonabel’s Bakery. In response to the movement and text of the performers the operator 
triggered these cues live in the moment and Williams/Oxley who could see both the image behind 
him and Michael/Vellar on the ground, sat on his chair at the right time (Williams, Interview 2013).  
When Vellar sat with Williams/Oxley at Nonabel’s, there were a number of split-second 
moments at which Vellar could arrive and Williams/Oxley could sit: late, early, on time. Each 
performance event was unique, and the possibilities of mistakes were central to the aggregate 
system. If the video of Morgan and Vellar had been pre-recorded and edited then Williams (and 
Phegan) would have rehearsed with the video and it would have been their performance and agency 
that ensured the dramaturgical continuity and the potential of presence in that moment. Instead, the 
interweaving of dramaturgical, performative and technical factors – including the live performance 
on camera by, the timing of triggering the cue by the video operator, Phegan’s textual delivery and 
Williams’s performance – resulted in more room for error. Each rendition was unique, affording 
moments of nuance and presence to the multimedia image, creating the potential of Peggy Phelan’s 
call for a unique theatrical performance for the audience (146). Taylor’s experience of performing 
and making The Table of Knowledge was that the moments of error allowed the liveness to filter 
through, whereby error left spaces for nuance and response (Taylor).  
Triggering the shift from North Beach Kebab Shop to Nonabel’s Bakery was crucial to the 
multimedia image being assigned the agency to interact with presence. The timing of operation by 
the video operator ensured that the image of Vellar was spatio-temporally co-located with 
Williams/Oxley, and engendered with the agency to interact with presence because it was executed 
with a balance of liveness and preparedness. By responding with nuance to the action on stage, the 
operator ensured that Vellar could interact with Williams/Oxley in this scene, establishing co-
presence. The image body of Vellar was believable in his dramaturgical interaction with 
Williams/Oxley because he moved in real-time and established the scene’s setting at Nonabel’s 
Bakery. The split-second room for error that was present (given that the operation and video feed 
were live) assisted in endowing presence to the image of Vellar. The potential for error and nuance 
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was reinforced by the live presence of the operator on stage and the audience were always reminded 
of his role in the live presentation of the multimedia and video. Demonstrating Cooke’s liveness and 
preparedness (“Liveness” 9), the multimedia operator had in his control the prepared transitions. 
The exact moments of triggering the various cues, whilst rehearsed and predetermined, were up to 
him and the decision was made live in the moment at each performance event. The preparedness 
informed the liveness of each performative moment.  
Chapter One outlined that central to the establishment of co-presence is that the entities must 
be mutually accessible to each other and engage with intent, and agency is a useful descriptor of 
that intent. In “The Table of Knowledge” the agency of the multimedia image was ascribed by the 
video designer and video operator (mediographer) in response to the actions of the performers on 
stage. The video designer spatio-temporally co-located the performers and multimedia images, 
programming cues which fed the audiences’ dramaturgical understanding and ability to apply 
embodied subjectivity to the entities on stage and screen. The operator operated with autonomous 
agency when he was motivated by the goal to shift the virtual image between locations according to 
the script and cue sheet: he applied this goal when he triggered the programmed cues which saw the 
live image move from one screen to the other changing the background. Vellar moving from North 
Beach Kebab Shop to Nonabel’s Bakery had an effect on Williams/Oxley who sat down. As 
autonomous agents, the designer and operator applying the agency to act with presence to the 
virtual image, in response to the actions of the performers onstage, ensured that the virtual image of 
Vellar was able to have coffee with the Williams/Oxley, the corporeal performer. The media is able 
to interact with the human performers because of its relationship to the autonomous agent that it is 
the mediographer. Spatio-temporally co-located Vellar had the agency to interact with 
Williams/Oxley with presence.  
“Zanotto and the Con Men” 
 “Zanotto and The Con Men” occurred early in act 2 and in this scene version 1.0 built on 
the protocols for interaction established in “The Table of Knowledge.” Wollongong City Councillor 
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Val Zanotto, played by Yana Taylor, was in a phone booth in a car park with two con men puppets – 
Gerry Carroll, operated by Michael, and Ray Younan, operated by Williams – remediated on the 
screen above her. Though the ChromaKey and live video system the multimedia images were a 
virtual representation of the puppets. The believability of interactivity between a virtual 
representation of a non-human entity – a puppet – and a corporeal human was reliant on the 
previous scene. The audience accepted that the virtual representation of a corporeal human could 
interact with the virtual representation when it was ascribed subjectivity and the human-like quality 
of agency. After introducing and describing the scene, I explore how version 1.0 have assigned 
subjectivity to the multimedia images allowing them to interact with human-like qualities and exist 
in a state of co-presence because they were spatio-temporally co-located and afforded the agency to 
interact with presence.  
The scene began when Taylor/Zanotto moved to stand in front of the small rear projection 
screen and picked up a telephone handset. Taylor spoke into the handset and a virtual telephone box 
was revealed on the screen behind her. Taylor’s voice was picked by in a microphone in the 
telephone and run though effects to make it sound like a telephone conversation. The sound design 
by Gail Priest was ‘spy movie style’ and the television screens showed ‘mug shots’ of the con men. 
The camera crane was on stage, and the video operator focused the camera on two yellow balloons 
on sticks (puppets) that were being manipulated by Williams and Michael in front of the 
ChromaKey blue screen (see Fig. 2.4). The puppet balloons had caricatures of the faces of Younan35 
and Carroll drawn on them to represent the two con men who allegedly threatened and bribed 
Zanotto and a number of the other key players in the scandal – including Beth Morgan – by 
impersonating ICAC officials. Situated above him, the con men loomed over Taylor/Zanotto. The 
dialogue in this scene was taken from a number of sections of Zanotto’s testimony to the ICAC 
investigation, and describes a series of interactions Zanotto had with Carroll, Vellar and Younan 
                                                 35 Younan was renowned for the sunglasses he wore and the Wollongong audiences recognised him and greeted his caricature with laughter.  
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(ICAC, Report on an Investigation into Corruption Allegations Affecting Wollongong City Council 
103-115). 
 
 Fig. 2.4 Arky Michael and David Williams manipulating balloon puppets in front of the blue screen. The image of the balloons is captured by the on stage camera and the resultant video feed projected onto the screen above Yana Taylor playing Frank Zanotto. Kym Vercoe is sitting at the table. Video still from documentation by Samuel James and Cindy Rodriguez, August 2011. 
“Zanotto and The Con Men” depicts events that occurred in 2006, after the coffee meetings 
at Nonabel’s Bakery, but before the end of the events uncovered in the ICAC enquiry.36 There were 
a number of timelines in this scene, all of which work to integrate the multimedia into the fabric of 
the performance. The convention of using the frame of the enquiry ensured the audience were able 
to read this scene being simultaneously set in the past between 2003 and 2006 and within the 
investigation in 2008. Initially the timeline of a late night meeting in a car park was established for 
the audience. Using the trope of confession established in act 1, Taylor/Zanotto was temporally 
located by the company on the stand in the ICAC enquiry in 2008. Simultaneously Taylor/Zanotto’s 
dialogue temporally located him in the events the investigation uncovered. For example, leading 
into the transition, Zanotto’s character explains: “[w]e made a time to meet, this Mr. Younan, it was 
                                                 36 From earlier scenes the audience has learned that the events are described and replayed in the order they occurred. In act 1, often the time of the meetings was mentioned (for example the Nonabel’s Bakery meetings between Vellar and Oxley mentioned earlier). These events have progressed in a linear fashion and by the time the production reaches “Zanotto and The Con Men” it is clear that this event occurred after the previous events.  
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roughly 8pm, on a Sunday. Mr. Vellar said come down to the Northgate service station; I’d like you 
to meet someone. I walked over” (The Table of Knowledge, DVD 55:40-56:09). This established the 
location and night timeframe of the scene.  
Additionally the telephone box on the rear projection screen and the images on the front 
projection screens of the Northgate Fuel car park – including the one used in the ChromaKey image 
on the left hand screen – spatially established the location. With dark and sparse lighting by Frank 
Mainoo and sound by Priest it was easy to imagine that Taylor/Zanotto was being threatened by the 
con men, late on a Sunday night, subsequent to his “forced” recollections (Taylor). Building on the 
lexicon provided by version 1.0 in “The Table of Knowledge,” the audience understood that the 
virtual Younan and Carroll were speaking the text that Taylor/Zanotto was recollecting on their 
behalf and that they were believable in their interaction. Again the audience had the tools to piece 
together the story of this scene based on fragmented text, live video images and ChromaKey 
technology. The audience believed that Younan and Carroll were threatening Taylor/Zanotto in a car 
park above Wollongong circa 2006.  
Again this scene was a complicated interweaving of dramaturgical, performative and 
technical factors.  
ZANOTTO: And I was introduced to someone called Ray – That’s Ray Younan [Williams 
brought the Ray Younan puppet con man out from behind the screen] – and I said “I am not 
comfortable being here.” So we walked over to the car. [The video operator finished 
focusing the onstage camera and moved behind the operating position.] Mr. Younan and 
Mr. Vellar sat in the front and I sat in the back, and Ray said [the image of Younan con man 
faded up on left hand screen above Taylor] “I’m going to ring someone called Gerry – 
That’s Gerry Carroll.” [Williams bobbed the Younan puppet and Michael brought the Gerry 
Carroll puppet out from behind the blue screen. The puppets were turned to face each 
other.] 
 (The Table of Knowledge, DVD 56:29-56:50) 
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The key players in this scene were Taylor/Zanotto, balloon puppeteers Williams and Michael, 
Younan and Carroll on screen, the video operator focusing the camera and operating from side of 
stage, and video designer and programmer. In this instance Michael could see the puppets on the 
screen, whereas Williams could not (Williams, Interview 2013). I recall Michael ensuring that the 
puppets were centred above Taylor/Zanotto in view in the camera shot, with Williams following his 
lead. Taylor recollects that this scene ended up being highly choreographed for both Williams and 
Michael (Taylor). Again the camera crane and video operator were in full view of the audience.  
 Fig. 2.5 The virtual Younan and Carroll looming over the corporeal Taylor/Zanotto on the telephone. Photo by Heidrun Löhr, August 2011. 
Again dependent on the complex interweaving of dramaturgical, performative and technical 
factors, the interactive nature of this scene engendered the agency to interact with presence onto the 
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virtual images of Younan and Carroll. When Taylor began to cross the stage at the top of the scene, 
Williams and Michael moved behind the blue screen. The video operator triggered a change in the 
projections from North Beach Kebab Shop to the car park of Northgate Fuel and moved on stage to 
re-focus the video camera on the camera crane. When Taylor delivered her line, “That’s Ray 
Younan,” Williams brought his puppet out from behind the screen and bobbed it up and down in 
front of the screen. The operator moved behind his station after he had focused the camera and 
faded up the video image of Ray Younan on Taylor’s delivery of “Ray said.” When Michael brought 
the Gerry Carroll puppet in front of the screen on Taylor’s line “That’s Gerry Carroll,” he positioned 
Carroll in relation to Younan above Taylor/Zanotto (see Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5).  
version 1.0 have engendered a co-present relationship in “Zanotto and the Con Men” 
through several means: they established spatio-temporal co-location, balanced liveness and 
preparedness, and assigned the human-like quality of agency to the multimedia representations of 
Younan and Carroll. As in the previous example, the human performers were in corporeal proximity 
with the virtual actors. Michael and Williams were able to perceive Taylor/Zanotto’s experiences 
and respond accordingly; they were mutually accessible in a state of virtual co-presence. Younan 
and Carroll were operated by Michael and Williams, who responded to Taylor/Zanotto. The 
audience read Zanotto’s responses to Younan and Carroll because of the real-time interactive 
multimedia system.  
Later in the scene Zanotto said, “There was a call to Mr. Gerry.” At this juncture Williams 
turned his puppet Younan to face the puppet Carroll and Michael bobbed Carroll’s head. In contrast, 
when Taylor delivered Zanotto’s lines, “a fatality will occur,” the two puppets were set to loom 
threateningly over Taylor/Zanotto (see Fig. 2.5). This action prompted the audience responses such 
as laughter which provided Taylor/Zanotto with information to interact with the mediated con men 
in virtual proximity on the screen above her. Taylor waited for laughs and made moment-by-
moment real-time decisions about the timing of the delivery based on her perception of Younan and 
Carroll’s actions. She gauged the audience’s response to Michael’s and Williams’s operation of the 
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puppets relying on the human-ness of the puppeteers to permeate into the puppets in what Fischer-
Lichte might describe as the autopoetic feedback loop of performance (39). Michael, Taylor and 
Williams interacted with Younan and Carroll in such a way that the puppets and their mediated 
representations had human-like qualities, endowing the virtual images with subjectivity as non-
human objects, resulting in them interacting with nuance and spontaneity.  
Although the audience could see that the puppets were being operated by human performers, 
the characters were doubled through the existence of the virtual images of Younan and Carroll on 
screen and the physical puppets in front of the blue screen. Again the doubling reinforced the 
theatricality of the production and illustrated once again the spaces in-between the multiple 
temporal and spatial locations. Through the interface of the real-time interactive live feed video 
system, Michael and Williams’ response to Taylor/Zanotto and the audience afforded agency to the 
image of the con men on screen, allowing the Younan and Carroll to interact with Taylor/Zanotto 
with presence. In this instance, the digital representation was of the non-human puppet, not the 
human performer.  
The con men were clearly interacting with and responding to Taylor/Zanotto’s narrative 
textual cues, but how much Taylor/Zanotto was responding to the con men was less clear for the 
audience. When asked about her relationship and if she felt like she was working with Michael and 
Williams and the puppets, or isolated from them, Taylor said “[s]ometimes I could feel we were two 
quite different things and then other times we were the same thing.” When asked more specifically 
about what circumstances might result in the “same thing,” or working with Michael and Williams, 
and Younan and Carroll, Taylor elaborated that it was about clarity. For example Taylor said that 
when the microphone in the telephone handset was producing a clear signal, Michael and Williams 
were able to respond more clearly to her textual cues, and Taylor could interact with the Younan and 
Carroll with more nuance (Taylor). This demonstrates that not only were moments of presence 
available by responding to the audience responses, but that Taylor/Zanotto could interact with the 
ascribed human-ness of Younan and Carroll. 
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No matter how choreographed their actions were, Williams and Michael were manipulating 
the puppets live in real-time. They responded in the moment to the nuance of Taylor’s performance 
each show, configuring and re-configuring the con men’s response to Taylor/Zanotto creating a 
unique performance event. Michael and Williams, using the real-time interactive system ensured the 
con men responded with presence to the reaction of the audience of an individual performance, an 
action Bacon describes as “allowing the performer the freedom to create their own rhythm with the 
live camera” (15). The ability of the con men to interact with nuance, while endowed through the 
interface of the video, was enacted by the autonomous agency of Michael and Williams. Michael 
could see and therefore respond to the movements of the conmen on screen and Williams to 
Michael’s movements. They had autonomous agency. Both puppeteers were able to respond to 
Taylor/Zanotto’s narrative textual cues and the spatial proximity between their respective puppets 
because they were in sense range of Taylor/Zanotto, Younan, Carroll and each other. Central to the 
assignment of presence to the con men in this instance is that the mediated puppets were able to 
interact in real-time with Taylor/Zanotto, a live human performer in an autopoetic feedback loop 
(Fischer-Lichte 39). 
For Taylor “it is the human presence that mediates and creates the presence for the other” 
entity. She suggests that if there is some causal link between the humans on stage and the images, 
the mediated images are able to be endowed with presence by the audience (n. pag.). Munster’s 
proposition that central to the embodiment of a virtual body is communication and a relationship 
between the physical and virtual bodies (3-4) is illustrated by Taylor when she says “I can almost 
not imagine [it] having presence if […the] live performer is not around. […] If you remove one 
element, what would happen; I can almost not imagine it” (Taylor). This indicates a situation where 
the multimedia image and human performer are mutually reliant in their becoming. The digital 
image was conditional in its subjectivity on the live presence of the human performer. Nevertheless, 
the entirety of the larger image of human and digital is reliant on the presence of both parties. In a 
production saturated by the human, the mediated images relied on the restoration of the human 
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performer. The human was present, not absent, in the images on screen because of the relationship 
between the two. As I outlined in Chapter One when two entities which can be defined in opposition 
to each other are afforded subjectivity because of each other, integration of even two diametrically 
opposed entities results in what Grosz describes as a space in-between (93), and Ettinger terms 
matrixial (“Weaving” 76). Overall in a performance event reliant on the subjectivity and equal 
integration of all entities, the changing and shifting technology must, as sound artist Don Dobson 
suggests, be “as much a player as the actors” (qtd in Kaye, “Screening” 570). This is a 
demonstration of the intention of a production to integrate the multimedia so the technology could 
carry its “part” (Gibbs qtd. in Schechner 52). The scene would not have made sense in the way that 
it did without the integration of the multimedia.  
--- 
Through spatio-temporally collocating the multimedia images and human performers, 
version 1.0 established a scenario of mutual accessibility where non-human entities were assigned 
the agency to interact with the human performers with presence in The Table of Knowledge. In 
balancing liveness and preparedness, the multimedia operator was able to ensure the multimedia 
images interacted with the performance and performers with nuance and spontaneity, fostering a 
sense of intimacy through the multiple frames of viewing the audience had of each aspect of the 
characters. version 1.0 enriched the audience’s understanding of the relationships between the 
digital the human. By analysing how version 1.0 have educated the audience in the lexicon to 
understand the conventions specific to watching the production, I have outlined a series of tools and 
conventions with which to watch integrated, interactive, live multimedia performance works. For 
practitioners and artists, I have demonstrated how version 1.0 established an interactive relationship 
between the multimedia image and human performers, by treating the multimedia as another live 
element on stage, interacting equally with its human co-performers.  
My analysis of The Table of Knowledge demonstrates that when live multimedia is 
integrated into performance, interactivity can be established between the live and the mediated, the 
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virtual and the corporeal and the multimedia image and the human performer. In this chapter I have 
begun to account for how an Australian text-based multimedia performance created spatio-
temporally co-located multimedia images which operated with agency and relied on the 
mediographer balancing liveness and preparedness. In this case, the multimedia images existed in a 
state of co-presence with human performers. The multimedia was assigned with the agency to 
interact with presence ensuring it had the capacity to enact the possibility of co-presence. This 
analysis is important as it prefaces the co-presence of the relationship between the digital and the 
human in multimedia performance, and in a media saturated society. By analysing the application of 
established technology of ChromaKey and live video to text based performance I am also able to 
analyse the more emerging technology of computer generated imagery in a physical based 
performance, Encoded. 
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Chapter 3 – Encoded: The Embodiment to Interact with Presence 
 
[I]n rehearsal when we’re crafting states, there is a lot of play and nuance that is 
developed because I am feeding back to the [... dancers] and occasionally they are 
looking around and seeing what they’re doing and we’re filming it […] When it 
actually comes to the live performance, I guess the [... dancers] are actually more 
concerned with that live performance state, and the interactivity is important because 
its creating the ambience in the room, or one of the ambiences in the room. 
(Clarkson, Interview 2014) 
 
Encoded, by Sydney-based visual and physical theatre company Stalker, was an immersive 
multimedia physical theatre and dance production involving three systems of interactive 
multimedia. Stalker developed a strategy whereby multimedia images were an embodied extension 
of human performers. This integrated the multimedia into the fabric of the performance and 
afforded the digital images the subjectivity to interact with presence. Ascertaining the embodiment 
of the non-human digital image is central to assessing if co-presence has been engendered in this 
instance. In Chapter Three, I investigate the use of computer generated representations of the human 
performers in Encoded to argue that the multimedia image can be ascribed with the embodiment to 
interact with presence. My premise in Chapter Two was that a digital representation of the human or 
non-human performer on screen, generated through the live feed video and ChromaKey system can 
be afforded the agency to interact with presence. The intervention I make in this chapter recognises 
technological shifts and supports my argument that by being embodied through its connection to the 
human performer in Encoded, a computer generated multimedia image can be encoded with the 
embodiment to interact with presence. 
Initially I must make my case for why digitally rendered representations must be embodied 
in order to interact with presence. The presence of an entity is tied closely to its embodiment and in 
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a theatrical environment embodiment can be engendered on a non-human entity when the entity 
performs viscerally or physically. Wilson-Bokowiec suggested that for technology and scenography 
to “cross over into the realm of performance,” the technology has to be “imbued with physicality – 
it ha[s] to dance or appear to dance” (64). Baker agrees with a physicality of presence, suggesting 
that presence can be explained as a vibration or a physical agitation (122). Furthermore Jaeger 
argues that being embodied is a central facet of presence with the ability to act with presence, 
determined by a “fully embodied engagement ‘in the moment’” (139). The ability to be physically 
in the moment affords the entity the ability to act with presence (139). When the multimedia images 
‘dance’ with ‘physicality,’ they can be embodied and presence can be assigned. Klich and Scheer, 
borrowing from N. Katherine Hayles, argue that mediation extends embodiment rather than 
eradicates it (1); digital embodiment occurs when there is an “embodied connection between 
machine and corporeal” (Munster 4).  
Many theorists have discussed the extension of the human through technology. When 
describing learning to work with plastic sensors and a transmitter box attached to her limbs, 
choreographer Dawn Stoppiello stated that with rehearsal and experimentation, video images began 
to seem like “a hand or a torso or some other part of my body. The medium wasn’t separate from 
me any longer” (qtd. in Birringer, “Bodies of Colour/Media Skins” 151). Saltz suggests that 
phenomenologist Ihde would describe this as an embodiment relation where “the technology serves 
as an extension of the person’s senses or limbs” (“Collaborative” 72). Susan Broadhurst argues that 
phenomenologically “to have experience, to get used to an instrument, is to incorporate the 
instruments into the body” (“Intelligence, Interaction, Reaction and Performance” 148). While my 
study is not a phenomenological study of the liveness of multimedia and technology in 
performance, the conceptualisation of technology as an instrument incorporated into the body is 
useful to explain how the extension of performer into the digital realm affords the multimedia an 
embodied physicality, and therefore presence. The multimedia can be viewed as an extension of the 
performers’ bodies where the performers are able to operate the multimedia through their learned 
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movements. Encoded builds on the body of work which utilises digital mapping and computer 
generated images whereby multimedia images exist in a state of embodiment, connected too, and 
extended from, the human performer. In this chapter I argue that the non-human can be engendered 
with the embodiment to interact with presence through its connection to the human and enact a state 
of co-presence when it has physicality to ‘dance.’ After introducing Stalker and Encoded I analyse 
two scenes, “Stirring the Fluid” and “Shifting Particles.”37 Both examples demonstrate how Stalker 
extended the embodiment of the human performer to its digital representation. The digital 
representation was then able to act with presence through the use of interactive multimedia.  
There were three multimedia systems in Encoded: a wearable projection system called 
virtual costumes, a digital mapping system with computer generated images described as interactive 
visual systems and architectural mapping which is based in photogrammetry. In exploring “Stirring 
the Fluid,” I consider if Stalker established interactivity through the spatio-temporal co-location and 
mutual accessibility of mediated images and human performers. I examine the relationship between 
an early image and a late image in “Shifting Particles” to understand the themes of the work and 
assess if the multimedia was thematically integrated into the fabric of the performance in such a 
way that co-presence is the result. By surveying the relationship between human performers and 
live computer-generated multimedia representations and images, I advance discussions concerned 
with how such representations can exist in an embodied state. I preface the cultural and ideological 
value in the interpretations of multimedia performance which integrates live and mediated elements 
within the one frame of reference. This process elucidates tools and strategies that are useful for 
practitioners and artists, enabling more rigorous practice and analysis whilst allowing growth and 
advancement in the craft of performance making. For this project I undertook performance analysis 
of the 2012 performance and online video documentation from that season, reflecting on the 
showing I saw in 2011, and analysis of reviews from the premiere season. I also carried out Skype 
                                                 37 I have labelled the scenes for ease of navigation, these are not necessarily the descriptors used by Stalker. 
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interviews with Stalker Co-Artistic Director David Clarkson and Interactive Visual Systems 
designer, Dr. Andrew Johnston.38 But first, the production.  
Encoded explored the relationship between humans and digital space in both form and 
content. In developing this piece, the company worked collaboratively to engender an embodied, 
interactive, co-present relationship between the multimedia image and human performers on stage. 
Even though Stalker’s work is circus-like, for Clarkson it has “always been about embodiment: ‘a 
state of being’ expressed through the body and what visual imagery we might use to support that 
embodiment” (qtd. in Gallasch, “Celebrating Stalker at 21” n. pag.). Focusing on intercultural and 
interdisciplinary practices, Stalker draws on “physical theatre, new circus, martial arts and 
innovative approaches to dramaturgy” (Stalker Theatre, Stalker Theatre n. pag.) to collaboratively 
create their work. Like version 1.0, Stalker’s productions progress through a number of stages in 
development. A creative team generally consists of performers (performers, circus performers, 
musicians, etc.), choreographer, director, composer, dramaturg and set, costume, lighting and on 
occasion multimedia designers/artists. Predominantly a producer of physical and visual theatre, 
Stalker often use multimedia in its work; the immersive work Encoded was one such multimedia 
performance.  
Early stages of creative development culminated in invitation-only showings; I was an 
invited audience member for a media lab in November 2011. With further stages in 2012, Encoded 
premiered at CarriageWorks in Sydney in November-December 2012, toured to Korea and The 
Netherlands in 2013 (Stalker Theatre, Stalker Theatre), regional NSW and Victoria in late 2014 
(Clarkson, Interview 2014) and Hong Kong in 2015 (Clarkson, Facebook). The premiere Sydney 
season of Encoded was performed in Track 12 at CarriageWorks, a seventeen-metre-wide rehearsal 
room. There was a shallow raked seating bank across one side of the space, leaving a performance 
space of eight metres high by seventeen metres wide and approximately ten metres deep. The wall 
                                                 38 Andrew Johnston is a Co-Director of the Creativity and Cognition Studios in The School of Software at University of Technology Sydney. He has published in a number of conference proceedings about Encoded and his interactive visual system. David Clarkson lectures in performance-making.  
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of Track 12 the performance was staged against is concrete. There are metal ‘I’ beams running 
down the wall of Track 12 which features power points and other infrastructure. An old rail yard 
and train workshop, CarriageWorks is a large industrial building with high ceilings which has been 
converted into an arts space with theatres, rehearsal rooms, gallery spaces, workshops and offices. 
For Encoded there was minimal lighting, and black curtains were rigged along the sides of the stage 
area. The rear wall was a projection surface, and four pairs of black sling sets, where the performers 
could hang, were rigged from the ceiling.39 In addition to the constant, immersive multimedia, the 
slings were the only ‘set’ pieces.  
There were three projection surfaces in Encoded: the rear wall, the human bodies in front of 
the wall and the bodies within the virtual costumes and three projection systems: interactive visual 
systems, architectural mapping and virtual costumes. The interactive visual system and architectural 
mapping used the wall and the bodies in front of the wall as a projection surface, and the virtual 
costumes used the bodies housed within the costumes. Developed by Alejandro Rolandi, the virtual 
costumes were mediated moving images projected on the faces and torsos of the dancer via a series 
of small projectors mounted on a frame attached to the performers’ backs, controlled wirelessly 
from side of stage. The frame consisted of three metal arms at the front, and one arm at the back 
projecting onto the dancer’s back (see Fig. 3.1) and contributed to the performers looking fragile, 
“bug like,” (Syke n. pag.) and “alien” (Gallasch, “Cruel Past, Uncertain Future” n. pag.).  
                                                 39 There are a number of slings used in rigging for performance, and the ones in question are round slings which are a tube of fabric with flexible steel wire rope through the centre at varying lengths. Slings are predominantly used in performance rigging situations where consistent specific lengths are required. In Encoded the performers hung in the slings in a variety of way including from their hips (See Fig. 3.3). 
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 Fig. 3.1 Miranda Wheen wearing a virtual costume system. Three of the arms of the frame and the small projector above Wheen’s head are visible. In this image the projection is reminiscent of the line fluid simulation. Photo by Matthew Syres, November 2012.  
The interactive visual system captures the stage dancers’ movement with an infra-red 
motion-sensing camera. This movement triggers a response in the computer-generated projections: 
in the case of Encoded, it is particles or lines. The dancer’s movement provoked a response in the 
projected lines or particles similar to a hand causing ripples on the surface of water. Johnston 
describes this as a fluid simulation where the performers were able to “stir the fluid with their 
movements” (Interview 2013) (see Fig. 3.2). The fluid simulation was arguably an extension of the 
human performer, connected to its human counterpart because the movements in the projections on 
the wall were determined by the human performers. Developed by Johnston out of a sound based 
system working with composers and instrumentalists, the interactive visual system engenders an 
interactive relationship between multimedia (aural or visual) and performer (Clarkson and Johnston, 
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“Designing” 15; Johnston, “Fluid Simulation as Full Body Audio-Visual Instrument 1”; Johnston, 
Interview 2013; Johnston, Interview 2014). While the fluid simulation was predominantly presented 
on the back wall through the interactive visual system, echoes of it were also present within the 
virtual costumes. This connection demonstrates how technology can exist in a state of embodiment 
when it extends the physical body. The fluid simulation reveals how Stalker engendered multimedia 
with the embodiment to interact with presence by the mutual accessibility and spatio-temporal co-
location of the multimedia and the performers.  
 Fig. 3.2. Performer Timothy Ohl dancing with, and watching the fluid particle simulation. Video still from documentation by Video still from documentation by Sam James and Denis Beaubois, November 2012. 
The final system in Encoded is architectural mapping. Developed from photogrammetry by 
Sam Clarkson, architectural mapping involves mapping the physical architectural features of the 
venue’s surface. These were then re-projected on the wall, creating a doubled effect of the wall and 
its photogrammetric representation (see Fig. 3.3) (Clarkson, Interview 2014).40 The architectural 
mapping highlighted the features of the wall with white markings. The first sequence of 
architectural mapping began with the image mapped perfectly onto the wall it was representing. It 
then began to engage more actively, zooming and scrolling in all directions. When used in 
                                                 40 Photogrammetry is the science of taking measurements from photographs. A map or 3D model of some kind is the usual output (Photogrammetry).  
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conjunction with the fluid simulation, the operator and creative team were able to manipulate the 
projections over the entire scale of the wall. At times the photogrammetric map of the wall was 
apparent, while at other times different ‘views’ were projected, such as sections of the wall marked 
by the vertical ‘I’ beams which had particle fluid simulations embedded within the architectural 
mapping system. The projection over the rear wall was also able to shrink down to be directed to 
one section of the surface, or to zoom in and out or scroll horizontally and vertically.  
 Fig. 3.3 Performers Rick Everett, Lee-Anne Litton, Timothy Ohl and Miranda Wheen hanging in slings. The architectural mapping projected on the back wall references the ‘I’ beams. Photo by Matthew Syres. November 2012.  
Providing the set and scenography for Encoded, the multimedia had the capacity to be 
integrated and, importantly, immersive for the performers and audience. It was able to 
dramaturgically, architecturally and scenographically contain and interact with the performers, or, in 
Syke’s words, it was “a truly immersive, transcendent, mind-bending digital landscape” (n. pag.) 
The multimedia was incorporated into Encoded in a form that Birringer might describe as digital 
scenography (“Moveable Worlds/Digital Scenographies” 97-8). A digital scenography informs an 
immersive digital environment for the performers and spectators and contributes more to the 
performance than the virtual wall paper described in Chapter Two.  
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In the case of Stalker’s production, a key aim was to create an immersive state, which 
director Clarkson worked towards with Encoded (Clarkson, Interview 2014). The media lab in 2011 
culminated in a public showing with projections on three walls. While the three-sided performance 
space was not a part of the 2012 version of Encoded, ghosts of that process, including the 
performers observing each other’s relationship with the fluid simulation, directed the audience’s 
gaze. The projection immersed the performers in the multimedia, taking up the whole rear wall of 
the performance space in the 2012, and the virtual costumes projecting on the performers’ bodies. 
The performers were simultaneously inside and outside the multimedia. While the audience 
members were not surrounded by the multimedia, it did take up their whole view of the stage. 
Subsequently Clarkson has continued developing works that are more immersive, with similar 
technology projected on two or more sides of the performance space and auditorium; for instance 
Pixel Mountain with Korean artists in 2014 (Clarkson, Interview 2014; Stalker Theatre, Stalker 
Theatre n. pag.). 
The performers and multimedia shared equal focus in creative development stages of 
Encoded which involved a series of workshops plus choreographic and media labs. Using a task 
based approach the work developed from improvised phrases between performers and the 
multimedia in a devised performance setting (Clarkson, Interview 2014; Johnston, Interview 2013; 
Johnston, Interview 2014); the interaction between the multimedia and the performers resulted in 
gestural phrases that developed into the final choreography. Johnston describes how the performers 
would come into his studio at University of Technology Sydney to work with him on the 
development of the interactive visual system and that the process of developing those systems “was 
very collaborative [with …] lots of feedback from the performers” (Interview 2013). An example of 
multimedia performance – where the multimedia is a central facet of the productions development 
and performance – Johnston describes the aim and process of Encoded to be “a creative 
conversation in performance between performer […] system and […] the people that are operating 
the system” (Interview 2013). The digital producer and operator Andrew Bluff worked with 
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material that made a dramaturgical contribution to the work, allowing the digital and the human to 
interact in a nuanced fashion. In Encoded technology and form determined the realisation of the 
content and narrative equally to other elements such as choreography. Kaye describes integrating 
the performer into mediated space, and dramaturgically and scenographically Encoded is a clear 
example of this (“Screening” 557). Stalker’s integration of the multimedia into the fabric of the 
performance resonates with Gibbs’ sentiments, that when integrated, the technology is integral to 
the performance outcome and so is able to “carry its part” (qtd. in Schechner 52). By centrally 
establishing multimedia in developing the dramaturgy of the performance, Stalker ensured that the 
multimedia existed in a state of embodiment in the work because it was integrated into the fabric of 
the performance from the start. 
Thematically the relationship between the internal and external was a central to the Stalker 
production with constant reminders of the fragility of human identity in the face of a digital age 
potent throughout the work. In his program notes to the 2011 showing, Clarkson writes: “we make 
and change the world, and the world makes and changes us” (qtd. in Stalker Theatre, Media Lab, 
“Program notes”). Ostensibly existing within and without of the digital space that they created, the 
performers were at times reduced in size in the face of the projection surrounding them. Whilst they 
manipulated and created the immersive scenography around them, it also contained and constrained 
them. This phenomenon parallels Birringer’s notion for performers and audiences being “inside and 
outside the digital worlds simultaneously” (“Moveable” 97-8). It provided opportunities for 
fractures between the digital and the human and the emergence of a space in-between (Grosz 93), or 
within/without (Ettinger, “Weaving” 76).  
Dramatically the production followed a story of the interaction between human and 
machine, tracking shifts from nature to machine to integration in the production program notes, 
Clarkson asks “[f]rom what space have we come, and what space are we moving towards?” (qtd. in 
Stalker Theatre, Encoded, “Program notes”). Encoded began with a slow fade up of the projections 
on three of the performers which shift from the bodies to the wall through virtual costumes to the 
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interactive visual system, or the first part of “Shifting Particles.” After a floor based routine and the 
interactive visual system I describe as “Stirring the Fluid,” two performers entered on the back wall 
and a wall based routine in the slings began. Over the remainder of the production, the performance 
filled and connected with the whole space. The onstage action moved from the back wall and floor 
into the space above the stage, progressing through a variety of scenes involving contemporary 
dance, aerial routines in the slings and a combination of both. The culminating image of the 
production was three performers hanging like cocoons in one set of slings. At this point the fourth 
performer entered in a virtual costume. When she walked towards the audience the particles or 
‘stars’ projected on the back wall shrank down onto her body, and then to black. This is the second 
section of “Shifting Particles.” The physical was integrated into the mediated using both 
architectural mapping and interactive visual systems. Keith Gallasch writes that Encoded maintains 
director David Clarkson’s “continuing exploration of identity across time and space” (“Cruel” n. 
pag.), prefacing the ability for the multimedia images and human performers to be spatio-
temporally co-located.  
Syke suggests that Encoded critiqued the human in the face of the digital, with technology 
stalking us as nature does. He says “[a]midst this intimation of the infinite, we can see ourselves; 
the performers become our surrogates, seeking to find and make connections in a disparate, 
exponentially entropic environment” (n. pag.), and the shifting of the images between the human 
and the wall reflect that sentiment. In analysing the opening and closing scenes of the particles 
flowing in and out of the human body described as “Shifting Particles,” I argue that Stalker afforded 
multimedia images the embodiment to interact with presence. First, I examine “Stirring the Fluid” 
to demonstrated Stalker’s establishment of interactivity between the multimedia and the performers 
through the spatio-temporal co-location of the digital images and human performers. 
“Stirring the Fluid” 
Utilising fluid simulation and the interactive visual system, “Stirring the Fluid” was a scene 
that occurred early in Encoded, between Timothy Ohl and Miranda Wheen. With this scene, Stalker 
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clarified for the audience that the performers and the multimedia existed in the same interrelated 
physical space because the gestures of the performers resulted in clear corresponding movements in 
the fluid particles projected on the back wall. I analyse how temporally the fluid simulation 
responded instantly to the performers’ movements, and the operator balanced liveness and 
preparedness, playing his cues developed through the system but projected in real-time. Because the 
audience watched live multimedia and live performers in a live stage production, the multimedia 
and performers were co-located in time, responding to and interacting with each other. The audience 
could see the performers manipulating and responding to the particles. Consequently for the 
audience, the particles and the performers were mutually accessible to each other through the 
interactive visual system and, as an extension of the human performer, the particles existed in a 
state of embodiment.  
At the end of the first part of “Shifting Particles,” Wheen, wearing her virtual costume, came 
to a standstill and Ohl entered from the wings. Ohl moved onstage where he was lit by soft warm 
stage lights and particles flew onto the wall in his wake. Ohl and Wheen faced each other and the 
particles in the fluid simulation that flowed onto the wall in response to Ohl’s entrance met the 
particles that were responding to Wheen. At this point Ohl began his choreography and Wheen 
exited. In the first part of the scene, Ohl’s choreography included fast limb movement, spiralling, 
stillness – usually on the floor – and slowness. This section established the relationship between the 
human and the digital. The music was more lyrical in nature and involved the addition of piano to 
the ambient sound that was behind the first scene, eventually replacing it. Ohl was playful, and 
seemed to be exploring his relationship and the relationship of his movements to the multimedia. 
The interactivity of his relationship with the multimedia for the audience was established by Ohl 
watching his effect on the digitised space. He invited the audience to explore his interactivity with 
the multimedia, and educated them in its lexicon. The audience could see Ohl move, check the 
response in the particles, and respond in turn (see Fig. 3.4). When Wheen re-entered from the other 
side of the stage, their choreography was focused on each other and reflected Ohl’s early 
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choreography. Later in the scene the performers moved to watch each other and the response in 
fluid simulation.  
  Fig. 3.4 Ohl dancing with the particle fluid simulation, causing the swirl in the projection on the back wall. Photo by Matthew Syres, November 2012. 
A connection between the digital and the human was fostered by the spatio-temporal co-
location of the entities in this scene. Part way through “Stirring the Fluid,” the zoom aspect of the 
interactive visual system and architectural mapping was triggered by the programmer Bluff; the 
particles, while still responding to the movements of Ohl and Wheen, began to zoom out. For the 
audience this gave the impression of flying through space with stars zooming past. This image was 
again referenced in the scene “Shifting Particles” when the particles billowed out of the performers’ 
bodies at the beginning of the performance and flowed down onto Wheen’s body and to black at the 
end of the production. The zoom action connected and contained the performers and digital images. 
Toward the end of the scene, Ohl and Wheen moved and sat against the rear wall sparking another 
round of particles in the system. Through the architectural mapping, the whole back wall began to 
flow horizontally and follow them. With the particles covering their bodies, the performers moved 
within the space available to them until they reached a point of stillness. They sat against the rear 
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wall and occasionally threw lines of particle out through their gestures. Ohl and Wheen were 
spatially constrained by the light of projection, the projection that they had created by their 
movements in the space. When the performers were sitting against the wall, the projection on the 
wall shrank down over the performers until they were contained by a box that was the outline frame 
of the wall (see Fig. 3.5). For the audience the performers and digital imagery existed within the 
same spatial and temporal locations. The performers created the space they existed within, a space 
that responded in the moment to their movements, a space that constrained and contained them.  
 Fig. 3.5 Ohl and Wheen as the particles zoom down around them. Video still from documentation by Sam James and Denis Beaubois, November 2012. 
From the audience’s perspective it was very clear that there was a connection between the 
performers and multimedia. While the multimedia was obviously responding to the movements of 
the performers, in the moment of performance it was less clear to the audience how much the 
performers were responding to the multimedia. Syke points to this lack of clarity when he states in 
review that “[t]he only negative legacy is that the technologies threaten to overwhelm the human 
performance: the latter seems to be in the service of the former” (n. pag.). With further analysis it 
became clear that an interactive two way relationship did exist, the human performers were not in 
service to the digital images, but the digital images were embodied subjects, able to engage with the 
performance and the performers. When questioned closely about the effect of the multimedia on the 
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performers Johnston explained, “I think it does affect them, but I think the discovery of what effect 
was happening, happens earlier in the workshops. […I]n performance I think the effect it has is 
much more subtle” (Johnston, Interview 2013). The performance outcome required a more 
automated and rehearsed presentation of the multimedia and choreography than the development 
process. While there was less “conversational” improvisation (Clarkson and Johnston, “Designing” 
15) between operator and performers in the final production, there was still nuanced interaction. 
This scenario relates to all rehearsed performance outcomes, whereby the structure – be that a script 
or choreography – is set and the spontaneity and nuance of the balance of liveness and preparedness 
occurs in the moment by moment interaction. 
For Clarkson the interaction was subtle, and nuanced. When asked specifically, he described 
the scene: 
you have the particle fluid sim[ulation] running and the performers on the wall are 
looking directly at it and moving with it. [… T]he feedback between their movement 
and the fluid movement is kind of one to one really; are the performers moving with 
a lot of fluidity because that’s how they want to move or are they responding to the 
fluid? [… The multimedia is] in many ways is responding to them because of course 
[…] that’s all it can do. (Interview 2014) 
For the audience the interactivity, while nuanced, was clear. In this scene the audience were 
provided with the lexicon to interpret how the multimedia and performers affected each other and 
interacted over the whole production. This edification of the audience demonstrates what Cooke 
refers to as importance of training the spectators to read a multimedia or audio-visual performance 
(“Start” 195). The placement of this phrase early in the production was a very clear choice by 
Clarkson because of its role in educating the audience in the interactive relationship between the 
multimedia and the performers (Clarkson, Interview 2014; Johnston Interview 2014), reflecting 
overall dramaturgical choices. Johnston describes this process: 
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to start with [we used] simple gestures and relatively simple interactive settings 
where the behaviour of the system is relatively transparent, so the audience can see 
when the performers moves their arm, the system responds and they can see more or 
less how that works. (Interview 2014)  
As with the lexicon established by version 1.0 in The Table of Knowledge, learning how to read the 
performance ensured the audience accepted the interactivity of the multimedia and performers 
because they believed in the reality of the drama established by the Encoded performance company.  
The shape and scope of the particle fluid simulation creates, and was created by the 
performers’ choreography. The zoom magnified the particles down to a microscopic level while 
simultaneously telescoping out. The change of perspective and sense of movement the audience 
experienced ensured that the particle fluid simulation transversed the internal and the external 
spaces of the performers and the multimedia, between human and machine. By zooming the 
particles in at the end of the scene, the digital media designers and operators changed the 
perspective between the performers and the digital image creating the spaces between the human 
and the digital, the A and – A. This was reinforced by the performers dancing in front of the rear 
wall projection surface lit by the projections, their bodies a projection surface.  
The mutual accessibility of the multimedia and the performers developed in this scene was 
integrated into the interactivity of the system. Spatially, the space the multimedia inhabited was 
created by the performers’ bodies. While the media was controlled in its scope by the humans 
behind the interactive system (mediographer), the performers controlled the digital representations 
on the back wall through their choreographed movements. For example when Ohl spun around, his 
movements were captured by the infra-red camera, and through the computer system were 
instantaneously re-projected as swirling particles on the wall behind him (see Fig. 3.4): the 
performer created the space that he occupied and existed within. His movements created the digital 
scenography that provided the interactive background to his choreographed movements. At the end 
of the scene, Ohl and Wheen contained by a box of light, and constrained within the digital image 
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of their own making (see Fig. 3.5). The space that they were interacting with (as well as the 
particles they threw to Rick Everett) took the form they did because of the choreographed 
movements of Ohl and Wheen. 
Ohl and Wheen’s interaction with the multimedia demonstrates Wilson-Bokowiec’s 
suggestion that the technology can be imbued with the ability to dance by the dancer (64). The 
particles responding to the movements of the performers, demonstrates how the actions of 
programmers, performers and operators embodied the particles to swirl around the dancers. When 
Ohl and Wheen moved to the rear wall and the operator triggered a change in the particles, the 
multimedia spatially constrained the performers. Jennifer Parker-Starbuck suggests that central to a 
subjects’ embodiment is the internal and external (155). By creating the space that they perform 
with in, Ohl and Wheen are establishing the potential embodiment as subjects of the images on 
screen because of the multifaceted connection between them. The multimedia was embodied in its 
action of constraint of the human body: by ‘stirring the fluid,’ Ohl and Wheen imparted a sense of 
movement to the particles and the particles, as an extension of the human, were able to dance. 
Causing an effect, the multimedia image’s physical embodiment ensured that it was able to interact 
and exist with presence in the performance space.  
The whole team was integral to the development of this scene and the integration of the 
multimedia into the fabric of the performance. Johnston developed and programmed the fluid 
simulation system and the particles responded to the movements of the performers through the 
interface of an infra-red camera and computer system. Ohl and Wheen learned the lexicon of 
movements choreographed by Clarkson and choreographer Paul Selwyn Norton to interact with the 
projected digital scenography they were creating. The particle fluid-simulated images were then 
integrated into the architectural mapping system by programmer Bluff using MAX, which is a 
visual programming language and program used for audio, visual and multimedia performance, and 
the shapes on the wall were able to be manipulated. Bluff would have then used the energy he 
perceived in the movement of the performers (uncontrol) to trigger the change in programming 
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(control), balancing the liveness and preparedness of the event. Using their movements for 
predetermined cue points he triggered the next programmed state within the system and the 
projections responded in real-time. Clarkson, Norton and digital dramaturg Kate Richards would 
have directed the development of the phrase, ensuring that it integrated into the overall 
choreography and dramatic narrative and dramaturgy of the work.  
Johnson argues that “a more embodied interaction between body and system” (Interview 
2013) was a central aim of Encoded, with a “principle concern […] on the creative, interactive 
possibilities these technical systems provide. [… W]e seek to explore how performers can be 
engaged in a creative, embodied dialogue with the systems that are created” (Clarkson and 
Johnston, “Designing” 1). Johnston describes in detail the interaction he sees developing between 
dancer and system in Encoded as being one of belonging, with the dancer “simultaneously both 
controlling the fluid and being animated by it” (15). In “Stirring the Fluid” the performers presented 
the culmination of a learned set of experiences of interaction with the multimedia. This in turn, 
engendered physicality to the image body of the multimedia, affording it the embodiment to interact 
with presence. Through a learned set of phrases, the performers were able to demonstrate the 
conceptualisation that the embodiment of the digital is engendered through its connection to the 
human (Birringer, “Bodies” 151; Brown 85-6; Klich and Scheer 99-100; Munster 4). This 
connection demonstrates how technology extending from the body can exist in a state of 
embodiment because it has been assigned agency as a non-human representation.  
“Shifting Particles” 
The second scene, or collection of scenes, that I analyse in detail is the relationship between 
the images of the particles flying out of the virtual costume onto the rear wall at the beginning of 
the production and the particles flying back onto the Wheen’s body through her virtual costume at 
the end. Building on the interactivity developed in “Stirring the Fluid,” the images under discussion 
in “Shifting Particles” developed co-presence between the multimedia images and human 
performers in a number of ways. I argue that they demonstrated the overarching themes of the work 
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and embedded the multimedia into the dramaturgy of the event. The scenes indicated the spaces that 
exist between the human and the digital because the multimedia was presented over multiple 
surfaces: human body, body in front of wall and immersive rear wall. Shifting the particles between 
the internality and externality of the humans on stage demonstrates my proposition that the 
subjectivity of multimedia images and human performers relies on both elements. This ensures that 
the multimedia image could interact in a state of embodiment because of its direct connection to the 
human performer. Finally, the integration of the multimedia into the fabric of the performance 
through an interactive real-time system ensured that the multimedia and human performers in 
“Shifting Particles” occurred in an interactive relationship. The entities on stage and screen were 
mutually accessible to each other and the multimedia was embodied to interact with presence, 
because it could dance, or appear to dance. They were co-present.  
Five minutes into the performance, Rick Everett, Lee-Anne Litton and Wheen stood on the 
middle of the stage and their virtual costumes projected white particles flowing over their bodies. 
When they turned, white particles like atoms or internal cells streamed over their bodies, flowing 
down from their heads like fluid (see Fig. 3.6). When the white particles were established, the 
performers turned and began to exit stage left. In response to the movement captured by the infra-
red camera, the particles flew out of their bodies and billowed onto the back wall, like stars, or ‘bits’ 
of data in a digital system (see Fig. 3.7). Everett and Litton slowly exited and, through the 
interactive visual system, the particle fluid simulation responded to their movements. Wheen was 
left on stage and turned on the spot. In response to this action, ripples were created in the galaxy of 
particles on the wall behind her. There was no stage lighting in this section and the performers were 
lit by the projections in their costumes and on the wall.  
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 Fig. 3.6 Particles flowing down Wheen’s face and onto her torso. Video still from documentation by Sam James and Denis Beaubois, November 2012. 
 Fig. 3.7 Particles fly out from Litton and Wheen like stars and onto the rear wall. Video still from documentation by Sam James and Denis Beaubois, November 2012. 
After an aerial sling routine at the end of the production, Litton, Everett and Ohl were 
hanging bunched up in the slings (see Fig. 3.8). Until this moment, the fluid simulation had 
resembled lines and the hanging bodies were encased in a cocoon-like structure projected onto the 
back wall. When the performers moved to stillness, the lines shifted to particles in the fluid 
simulation and the particles on the hanging performers changed to pools of light. At this point 
Wheen entered in the virtual costume and slowly made her way to centre stage (see Fig. 3.9). There 
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she turned and looked up at the other performers and slowly moved towards the audience, reflecting 
her procession at the start of the production. When Wheen came into line with the other performers 
the particles coalesced onto her body and then to black (see Fig. 3.10). This was in reverse to the 
earlier image of the particles billowing out onto the back wall, and again fostered the connections 
between the digital and the human for the audience. These scenes represented the connections 
between the human and the digital. The evocative movement between the digital and the human 
prompted the audience to imagine that the digital came from within us. Stalker, connecting the 
multimedia images and human performers, fostered the immersion of the work and the notion of a 
digital scenography; the digital and the human were simultaneously internal and external of each 
other with the “cofunctioning of embodiment with technics” (Hansen 9), prefacing the possibility of 
a posthuman body.  
 
 Fig. 3.8 Litton, Everett and Ohl hanging. Video still from documentation by Sam James and Denis Beaubois, November 2012. 
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 Fig. 3.9 Ohl hanging in a sling and Wheen in front of the wall in the light of the projections from her virtual costume and the particle fluid simulation. Video still from documentation by Sam James and Denis Beaubois, November 2012. 
 
 Fig. 3.10. Particles coalescing down to black in Wheen’s virtual costume. Video still from documentation by Sam James and Denis Beaubois, November 2012. 
These two scenes which bookended the production revealed the overarching themes of the 
performance with clarity, and demonstrate how multimedia can be integrated into the form and 
content of a production when it is embodied; they demonstrated that the multimedia in Encoded was 
integral to the dramaturgy of the production. Thematically Encoded reflected the connections 
between humans and digital space, and illustrated how the digital might be contained within us. The 
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imagery of the particles moving from the body to wall and back to body evoked for the audience the 
sense that the digital was within and without of the human performers. The particles emerging on 
the performers’ torsos at the beginning of the production represented the way in which the digital 
originated from the human. When the particles flew out onto the rear wall, a digital environment or 
ecology was developed which the performers then inhabited for the rest of the performance.41 In the 
final image, when the particles coalesced onto Wheen’s torso, the digital was arguably integrated 
back into the human. This is especially pertinent when considered in light of the fact that the 
composition of the particles was dependent on the movements of the dancers, and Clarkson’s 
articulation that we make the world, but the world makes us (Stalker Theatre, Media Lab, “Program 
notes”). 
By shifting the particles out from the body, onto the rear wall and then back in, Stalker 
established a multifaceted connection between the multimedia image and the human performers. 
The projections shifting between the body in the virtual costume, the wall, and the body in front of 
the wall, reflected the internality and externality present on stage. The digital projections 
transcended all three surfaces. In discussing embodiment and the cyborg body, Parker-Starbuck 
states that 
the embodied subject must be thought of […] as a constant interplay between inner 
and outer screens of projection, forming a perceiving, but unfixed, subject capable of 
entering into dialogue and transformation with others. […W]hen translated into 
intermedial theatrical terms, subject bodies balance their materiality with the 
projected realities around them toward an immersive, unified field that is always a 
negotiation rather than an assumption. (Cyborg 155) 
The connection between multifaceted surfaces and the human and the digital highlights the 
importance of an interactive relationship when engendering presence and liveness on the digital. 
                                                 41 Andrew Murphie has articulated what he describes an interactive ecology. An interactive ecology is constructed when the development of the space and the work is reliant on an interactive relationship between spectator and event. The “[e]cology is pluralized. It becomes not only a matter of the environment but of media ecologies, cognitive ecologies, ecologies of perception and affect (“The World as a Clock” 118) whereby “interactive performance [is] at the centre of lived interaction” (“Vibrations in the Air” 31).  
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Building on the connection established in “Stirring the Fluid,” “Shifting Particles” consolidated the 
embodiment of the digital image because it connected to the human performer and traversed the 
space between the digital and the human. Illuminating a relationship between multimedia images 
and human bodies in Encoded, Stalker reflected the sentiment of devisor/performer Yana Taylor 
from The Table of Knowledge that for her the presence is reliant on the human performer; it is about 
a connection (Taylor). The relationship between internal and external crossed two different medium 
in this example: not only did the particles shift from the body to the wall and back, they also seemed 
to traverse the space between the virtual costume system and the interactive visual system. In 
navigating the space between systems and between media, the digital imagery in these scenes 
created fractures in the space in-between the digital and the human, affording the possibility of both 
subjectivity and embodiment too the multimedia images.  
The particles in the fluid simulation interacted with its human co-performers and the 
audience because it existed in a state of embodiment. When Janis Jefferies and Elena Papadaki 
discuss the work of Mitchell, they explain that “the relationship between the stage and the screen is 
one of co-dependence and constant exchange” in an immersive multimedia performance (196). This 
reinforces the importance of interactivity in developing a co-dependent relationship which 
contributes to the establishment of co-presence. Mitchell asserts that when video is applied to 
theatre, it can “act as an active participant in the performance, with almost equal status to an actor” 
(qtd. in Jefferies and Papadaki 197), echoing Bacon’s statement that the video is a performer on 
stage, equivalent to the human performers (28). Through being an active performer on stage, the 
multimedia communicates with its co-performers, which Zhao argues prefaces a state of 
embodiment (449). This example from Encoded illustrated that when the multimedia image body 
existed in a state of embodiment it interacted with presence and was available to actively 
communicate on equal standing with its human co-performers.  
Existing in a state of embodiment integrated these images into the fabric of the performance 
which, in turn, enhanced the interactivity on stage due to the collaboration of the parties involved. 
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The construction and positioning of these two phrases in the overall narrative of the work illustrated 
how the dramaturgical integration of the multimedia into the performance fabric is essential in 
establishing the embodied subjectivity of the multimedia image: subject, not object. For Clarkson, 
working with interactive multimedia results in another tool in his tool box or palette (Interview 
2014). Using the long development process to understand the workings and intricacies of the 
interactive multimedia – including its relationship to the performers – Clarkson had any number of 
settings and scenarios to illustrate his dramaturgical requirements, along with choreography, 
composition, costume and lighting. In describing his development process, he says that he maps all 
these tools out alongside each other, which allows him to align them to his needs along the course 
of the production (Interview 2014). Encoded was a choreographed and rehearsed piece of work. 
Each moment and element was mapped out, and while there was nuance in the moment by moment 
reactions and interactions, the structure of both the choreography and the multimedia was 
predetermined. Rather than pure improvisation and response, Encoded balanced liveness and 
preparedness.  
In Chapter One I noted that key to multimedia images existing with co-presence in 
multimedia performance works is the integration of multimedia into the fabric of performance 
(Saltz, “Live;” Kaye, “Screening”). Such integration affords presence which ensures that the images 
can interact with the human performers because the images exist in a state that allows them to act 
with nuance and spontaneity (Jaeger 139). The two scenes analysed here illustrate a very clear 
thematic relationship of fragility between the multimedia and the dancer. This demonstrates the 
existence of the performers and the multimedia in the same dramatic reality whereby the 
multimedia is an extension of the human performers integrated into the form and content of the 
production.  
The interactivity of the multimedia was determined by the collaborative actions of the whole 
Encoded team; the digital designers, artists, programmers and operators, the performers and the 
choreographic, dramaturgic and directorial input. These practitioners balanced the liveness and 
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preparedness of the production – another key system in measuring the capacity for co-presence – 
and extended the human onto the screen. Johnston developed the particle fluid simulation 
parameters in choreographic and media labs but clarified that the particles present in the virtual 
costumes were movie files of the fluid simulation mirroring the particle fluid simulation on the rear 
wall (Message to Author). The virtual costumes were operated live from side of stage through a 
wireless system by Rolandi, who triggered the change in projections through the virtual costume 
system in relation to the action on stage. The performers in turn responded to the change in the 
virtual costumes. Bluff activated the first state in the particle fluid simulation in the interactive 
visual system based on physical cues from the performers whereby the particles seemingly flew off 
the performer’s bodies and onto the rear wall. The performers responded to the change in their 
environment and particles, adjusting their choreographed movements accordingly to achieve the 
required effect in the multimedia behind them. Rolandi finally faded the projections in the virtual 
costumes to black in response to Bluff’s triggering of the particles flowing out from the body onto 
the whole of the rear wall. In the final scene, the opposite occurred. When Wheen moved to the 
front of the stage, Bluff triggered the shift in the particle fluid simulation to black, and at the correct 
point, Rolandi triggered the particle movie in Wheen’s virtual costume, and then when she reach the 
correct space, faded it to black.  
In another layer, the movements of the performers triggered the actual response in the lines 
and particles of the projection in the digital system. It is worth turning to a different example to 
make this point. Robert Lepage describes his work Walküre in which  
[w]e even see the snowstorm as it’s actually being produced by the music coming 
from the pit. A bunch of pixels and particles are there, and the wind twirls them and 
moves them around, all according to the music. It’s not prerecorded; it’s live 
swelling that comes from the orchestra! […] Now machines allow us to make use of 
a bit of luck or spontaneous improvisation, so for instance movement, silence, or the 
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singer’s vocal density, which is never quite the same from one performance to the 
next, directly influence the images being projected. (qtd. in Smith 70) 
For Lepage, the interactivity of the media creates something more than the cinematic effects that are 
viewable on screen where the “[h]umans drive the electronic play” (qtd. in Smith 70). When 
conceptualising the ability to respond to the moment of the production as a human-like quality, the 
use of interactive multimedia technology can restore the human to a media saturated performance. 
In Lepage’s example, in Encoded and in other digital mapping projects such as Glow by Chunky 
Move (2006), the response of the digital images to the dancers indicates that the human-ness can be 
restored to multimedia performance because not only are the images an extension of the performers 
body operating with subjectivity and embodiment, they can interact with presence because the 
humans in the system respond to the nuance of the performance.  
These two scenes that make up “Shifting Particles” were complicated in their execution, and 
the embodiment of the image was nuanced in its realisation. In the first scene Bluff’s timing in 
triggering the particles on the rear wall was integral. It appeared to the audience that the particles 
were flowing out of the performers’ bodies onto the back wall. In the final scene the reverse was 
also true; but here, Rolandi’s timing was of utmost importance. The performers’ choreography 
triggered the required effect in the particles. Bluff and Rolandi worked with the performers, 
operating from the digital media plot they established with Clarkson, Norton, Richards and 
Johnston, to afford the meaning to the scene that was required. Bluff, Rolandi and the performers 
would have interacted in a moment by moment fashion, engendering nuance to the generation and 
realisation of the multimedia image.  
--- 
“Shifting Particles” and “Stirring the Fluid” both demonstrate technology dancing with the 
dancer. Ohl and Wheen stirred the fluid particles to demonstrate interactivity between the digital 
and the human. The imagery of digital particles flowing out of and then back onto the surface of the 
human bodies imbued a heightened sense of presence on the images; these images were physically 
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connected to the performers. In returning to the surface of Wheen’s body through the virtual 
costume system she was wearing in the final scene, the particles seemed to be situated within us, 
while also outside us, creating a space in-between that exists in the fractures between the human 
and the digital (Grosz’s A and – A” (93), and Ettinger’s I(s) and non-I(s)) (“Weaving” 76)). 
Extending the human performer and spatially interacting with and containing the performers, the 
particle fluid simulation exemplified how the multimedia’s interactive relationship with performers 
imbues it with physicality in Encoded. 
The direct physical response by the multimedia particles to the movements of the performers 
in “Stirring the Fluid” demonstrated how multimedia can be an extension of the body, felt 
“viscerally and intuitively” (Auslander qtd. in Baker 122). In addition, a visceral and intuitive 
connection was established in “Shifting Particles” by the reflection of the two images whereby the 
particles flow from body to wall to body, and ostensibly from virtual costume to interactive visual 
system to virtual costume. Both examples from Encoded denote the establishment of spatio-
temporal co-location between the digital with the human and demonstrate that the multimedia 
image can be afforded the subjective embodiment required to act with presence. The resultant state 
of “being with” or co-presence is developed between two mutually accessible entities: the 
multimedia and the human performer. 
With Encoded, Stalker demonstrated a delicate balance of liveness and preparedness in the 
realisation of a co-present relationship between digitally rendered representations of human 
performers. Syke proposed that the human is “subsumed” by the digital (n.pag.). I disagree and 
suggest that because the multimedia images have been afforded human-like qualities, a human-ness 
was returned to the performance. Furthermore, my analysis shows that more than interaction, these 
non-human images have agency and embodiment as active players in the performance space. With 
the agency and embodiment to interact with presence, the digitally rendered representations restore 
the human to the performance integrated into the form and content of the work.  
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 Conclusion 
In this thesis I have analysed relationships between live multimedia images and human performers 
to evaluate how co-presence might be established and understood. Focussing closely on the 
interplay of human and non-human agencies within a framework of embodiment, I demonstrated 
how Stalker and version 1.0 actively engaged with the quandary of balancing live, mediated and 
live mediated systems in multimedia performance. The theory and practice informing integrated 
multimedia and digital performance is multifaceted. In addition to theatre and performance studies, 
multimedia performance studies draws on fields of study including virtual and posthuman studies, 
CHI studies, computer systems theory, presence studies, architecture, new media, media studies and 
film studies. Likewise, the practitioners making multimedia performance often come to 
performance from a variety of backgrounds, including computer programming and multimedia and 
video art. The strategies used by Stalker and version 1.0 to effectively integrate multimedia into the 
performance fabric entailed the application of collaborative theatre processes, where the digital, 
video and multimedia artists participate in the overall process, not just provide video content. For 
multimedia to be central to the final performance outcome, not just tacked on at the end, it must be 
integrated. In outlining the strategies used by these companies I have built on the foundation of 
studies of multimedia performance in theatre studies and provided a series of parameters for future 
investigations. I also contribute to the body of work that explores notions of presence, technology, 
interactivity, liveness and integration in multimedia performance, with the specificity of focus on 
Australian multimedia performance. 
My proposal for the possibility of assigning human-like qualities to the non-human has 
begun to raise questions about what it means to be human or posthuman in our increasingly 
technological culture. It has provided an understanding of some of the effects of integrating 
multimedia into the fabric of performance, through an analysis of the role of the multimedia and its 
makers in the development of multimedia performance. This project furthers research into the 
ability of digital representations and technology to be imbued with presence and extends the 
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practice of making multimedia performance where images are developed live in performance. My 
work builds on the work of that of Bacon, Birringer, Johnston, Kaye and Saltz among others who all 
explore the role undertaken by the makers of interactive multimedia. 
In response to ever evolving technology, this thesis is a ‘screen shot’ of how one might 
approach the interactive relationship between the digital and the human in the second decade of the 
twenty first century. In the future, the systems outlined here may be useful starting points to 
understand interactive technologies yet to emerge. Through demonstrating how one might critique 
emerging technology, based on the results of critiquing established technology, I have taken up 
Klich and Scheer’s call that terms from new media be incorporated and adapted into the analysis 
and understanding of theatre and performance, especially performance which incorporated mediated 
elements (15-16). Applying Zhao’s sociological research into co-presence in a digital system to 
theatrical performance is another such example. In doing so, we make room for more studies which 
address multifaceted performance outcomes from disparate theoretical approaches, remediated 
within a theatre studies framework.  
In Chapter One, I established parameters to analyse the interactivity in multimedia 
performance. I argued that multimedia must be integral to the dramaturgy of the work; it must be 
presented, and to some degree developed, live in real-time balancing liveness and preparedness. The 
multimedia must interact with the human performers with nuance and spontaneity. Provoking a 
response from its human co-performers the multimedia must respond to the performance, it must be 
integrated to all aspects of the performance development and presentation. I concluded that 
integrating the multimedia into the fabric of the performance assigns presence (and not absence) to 
a mediated image because of the spaces that exist between the human and the digital when the 
human and her digital representation are present on stage. The entities are assigned subjectivity 
because of the relationship they have with each other, both interacting with presence. The 
integration of the multimedia image and human performer into the performance event is central to 
the development of presence in state of becoming. From this standpoint I was able to argue that 
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elements traditionally considered as dichotomies of a binary can be integrated, co-creating each 
other and the environment they inhabit when the audience is faced with the human actor and her 
digital representation. When such a scenario exists in a performance event the multimedia images 
are able to engage with the human performers and performance with human-like qualities. They can 
exist in a state of co-presence, mutually accessible to their human co-performers. 
I applied these processes for co-presence to a case study analysis of The Table of Knowledge 
by documentary theatre company version 1.0 in Chapter Two. Building on d’Inverno and Luck’s 
argument that agency is key to a non-human entity’s ability to affect the behaviour of another entity 
(255), I reached the conclusion that multimedia images, through the actions of the whole company, 
were assigned the agency to interact with presence. In analysing the scene “The Table of 
Knowledge” I identified the split-second timing of the actions of the performers and video operator 
as integral to the assignation of agency. The ability to interact as an agent, using the protocols 
established in “The Table of Knowledge” was assigned to the multimedia images through the 
actions of non-human puppets in “Zanotto and The Con Men” in an autopoetic feedback loop of 
performance (Fischer-Lichte 39). In both examples the multimedia had an effect on the performance 
and other performers.  
Encoded by physical and visual theatre company Stalker was the focus of Chapter Three. In 
a physical and dance theatre work, the computer generated projections were able to be read as an 
extension of the human performer, existing in a state of embodiment. I built on my findings in 
Chapter Two and argued that the non-human multimedia images were embodied subjects, able to 
participate in an interactive relationship with presence. By ascertaining interactivity between the 
human performer and an interactive visual system was established in “Stirring the Fluid,” I was able 
to demonstrate that the performers were able to “stir the fluid with their movements” (Johnston, 
Interview 2013). I determined that the digital particles in the two-part scene, “Shifting Particles,” 
were embodied when they billowed out from the human performer, onto the rear wall, and back 
onto the body, reflected the duality of the production. In both examples the embodied particles 
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could, as Wilson-Bokowiec notes in a different context, “dance or appear to dance” (64) with their 
human co-performers; they were embodied and so could interact with presence. 
Both case studies are exemplars of the bodies of work they contribute to, digital mapping in 
dance theatre and live video in text based theatre. The tools used in this thesis to analyse the 
relationships present between the digital and the human are applicable to other performances from 
those bodies of work, but also of performance forms still emerging. Currently we see black and 
white dots and lines responding to the movements of dancers; what will happen in the future? I 
expect the dots and lines will become shaped, coloured, fully mediated representations. 
Notwithstanding, the relationships and their intricacies of presence as an enactment of co-presence 
will still be current, their interrogation pertinent, and the mechanisms of co-presence outlined here 
will be useful in the analysis of future technology.  
This examination raises a number of questions for the future of integrated multimedia 
performance works in both theory and practice. There is much more investigation to be done. If a 
space in-between is established between the digital and the human, how does this spatial 
environment effect the construction of performance and its reception by audiences? Do makers of 
multimedia performance need to reconsider their spatial approach to performance making in light of 
the multiple spaces available, on screen, on stage and the space in-between? How does the 
audience’s experience with reading digital imagery allow them to afford the multimedia image with 
subjectivity in light of object theory; are the audience engendered with more agency than in non-
multimedial performances? Do their developing abilities in interpreting digital imagery inform the 
possibility of reaching new audiences who bring an understanding of these digital elements to live 
stage based productions? What effect does intimacy between the digital and the human have on the 
performance when considered in light of co-presence, becoming and subjectivity; is matrixial 
intimacy a useful framework for analysis of the intersections of object theory and spatial theories of 
performance in multimedia performance?  
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 “‘Being With’: Establishing Co-presence Between Multimedia Images and Performers in 
Multimedia Performance” has explored a series of relationships between the digital and human 
whereby non-human entities have been assigned the presence to interact with human-like qualities. 
Analysing the emergence of a space in-between, the subjectivity of the multimedia image, and the 
intimacy that exists between human performers and multimedia images draws together disparate 
theoretical fields and practical approaches within a theatrical and performance setting. On a 
practical level, merging disparate theories and practices benefits audiences because the chances are 
greater that productions that emanate from this merging will be robust, integrated, live, and 
acknowledge the audiences’ ever-evolving understanding of mediation in both culture and 
performance. In the case studies, the live multimedia image fostered the uniqueness of each 
performative moment because it had human-like qualities, subjectivity, was embodied, and could 
interact with presence. The integrated multimedia image could perform, and in performing, return 
the human to multimedia performance; each player, whether digital or human, can be a live 
integrated element. When audiences view performance from within a technically saturated society, 
the digital can be viewed in collaboration, not competition, with the human if the multimedia and 
performers are co-present.  
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